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WALKING OX THE WATER IN INDIAN LITERATURE
BY W. XORMAN BROWN

THE act of walking on water is in India to be regarded merely as

one of several ways of crossing water magically, all of which

are frecjuently illustrated in the literature. The other ways are

to walk through water that has magically been reduced in depth,

and to fly across the water (or, to disappear and suddenly reappear

across the water). These three ways are not marked oft" from one

another by hard and fast divisions, but sometime in variants of the

same story are interchangeable. They come from a period of great

antiquity, the earliest instances appearing in the Rigveda and being

therefore not later than 800 B. C, and are again all securely founded

on native Indian metaphysical doctrines. These doctrines provide

four means of accomplishing the miracle: first, religious act; second,

the magic power of truth, being a specialized variant of the first

:

third, the psychic power of levitation ; and fourth, the magic aid of

the Buddha—this last means having affinities to the first and third.

A. Religious Act

The earliest example of crossing water magically appears in

Rigv-eda 3.33, where it is accomplished by- means of a religious act.

The hymn is famous, celebrating the crossing of the rivers \"ipas

and Sutudri, the modern Beas and Sutlej in the Panjab, by a

force of Aryans under Sudas. We need not press the hymn too

closely for a historical basis, although it may w.ell have one—a raid

upon a neighboring Aryan tribe or upon non-Aryan Dasyus, or

perhaps a definite step in the advance of the Aryans across northern

India. The hymn is in the form of a dialogue between the rishi

\'isvamitra and the two Rivers.

1. (Visvamitra) Forth from the lap of the mountains,

eager, unloosed, like a pair of mares in a race, like two bright

mother cows Hcking (their young), the Vipfis and the Sutudri
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hasten (flowing) with milk.

2. Driven by Indra, seeking a free course, these two, as

though yoked to a chariot, go toward the sea. Leaping over

each other with your waves and swelHng, each of you seeks

the other, O bright ones.

3. I have come here to the most motherly of rivers; we
have arrived at Vipas, the broad, the lovely ; licking each other,

like mothers a calf, they flow on together to their common bed.

4. (Riz'ers) We two streams here, swelling with milk,

flow on to our god-appointed bed. Not to be stopped is our

flood in its full rush ; what does the priest wish shouting to the

rivers ?

5. (J'isvCiniitra) Stay for a moment, in your courses,

you pious ones, at my call accompanied with soma. My mighty

prayer is to the river ; in need of help the son of Kusika

has shouted out.

6. (Rivers) Indra, who has a club for his arm, dug out

a hole for us ; he slew Vrtra, who blocked the rivers
;
god

Savitar, the fair-handed, led us ; at his urging we go forth

wide.

7. (Visvaniitra) For ever must this hero deed of Indra

be praised, that he cut to pieces the serpent : with his club he

smote away the restraints ; forth came the waters eager for

their course.

S. {Rivers) This word, O singer, forget not, that future

generations may make it resound of thee; in hymns, O bard,

show us favor ; humiliate us not among men. Reverence to

thee!

9. (Visvainitra) Pray listen, Sisters, to the bard; he has

come to you from afar with wagon and chariot : pray bow
down yourselves ; become easy to cross. O rivers, be lower

than the axles with your streams.

10. (Rivers) We shall heed thy words, O bard; thou hast

come from afar with wagon and chariot. Low shall I bow
myself like a blooming young woman; like a maiden to her

lover I shall yield to thee.

11. (Visvainitra) Just as soon as the Bharatas have

crossed thee, an eager horde in search of booty, incited by

Indra, the flood shall flow on in full rush—I ask the favor of

you, the worshipful.

12. The Bharatas have crossed over seeking booty ; the

priest has won the favor uf the rivers
;
you shall swell forth

refreshing, bounteous
;
you shall fill up your beds, move on

swiftly.

13. May your waves reach up as far as the hubs, but,

O waters spare the reins ; and let not the two innocent, fault-

less oxen come to harm.

It is clear from vs. 5 that Visvamitra's success is due to the
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efificacy of his pious act ; it operates as a charm or spell to make the

waters subside and allow the hosts to pass over. Not merely does

it influence the goddesses of the river ; it also secures the rishi the

aid of Indra ; for the mention of his name in the hymn is by no

means incidental or merely reminiscent of his great feat, so fre-

quently celebrated in the Rigveda, of freeing the pent up waters

from the envious clutch of the arch-demon \'rtra. Rather, Indra

has a definite part to play here as the master of the rivers, a phase

of his wider connection with the waters, for he, like Varuna, is the

regent of the heavenly and earthly waters,- and in post-Rigvedic

times he becomes par excellence a rain god. The feat of crossing

these streams is definitely ascribed to Indra's favor in RV 3.53.9,

"The great rishi . . . stayed the billowy river ; when Visvamitra led

Sudas, Indra had pleasure in the Kusikas." Twice again, the feat is

mentioned as due to Indra's help, although the rishi making the

prayer is not A'isvamitra but his rival Vasistha: RV 7.18.5, "Yea,

the wide spread floods Indra made into fords, easy to cross, for

Sudas," and R\^ ".ZZ. Similar help in crossing rivers is given by

Indra to Turviti and Vayya in RV 2.13.12 and RV 4.19.6, to Turviti

alone in R\^ 1.61.11, to Turvasa and Yadu in RV 1.174.9, and to a

person unnamed in RV 2.15.5. The phenomenon is thus securely

established in the tradition of the Rigveda ; at the very dawn of

Hindu literature w-e find it present, and we find for it likewise a

clear solid basis in the theology— Indra as god of the waters mir-

aculously renders them passable to his worshippers.

There is another point to be observed in connection with these

legends. As far as the text gives us specific information the rivers

became passable not because they ceased flowing and provided

passage on dry land, as did the Jordan for the Hebrews, not because

they became solid as we shall later see the Euphrates did for Alex-

ander, not because the men obtained some magic power that en-

abled them to overcome the law of gravity and walk on the surface

of the water, as did Jesus, Peter, and many Indian characters, but

because their depth was lessened and they were made fordable. Of
all the ways that rivers could be crossed magically, this is the simplest

and the one most likely to be inspired in literature by some actual

occurrence. A rationalizer of Rigvedic legend might well say that

the forces of Sudas, waiting to cross the Beas and the Sutlej, were

2Cf . Griswold, Religion of the Rigveda, pp. 181 f ., 187 ff., 202 fif. ; Keith,

Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and the Upanishads, p. 129
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favored by an unexpected subsidence of the rivers, and that out of

this happening grew the legend that Visvamitra or Vasistha accom-

pHshed a miracle by securing the aid of the god. We shall later

find in Western Asia similar tales of crossing rivers when they

suddenly grew shallow, to the amazement of observers, who ascribed

the unusual occurrence to divine interposition. In the same way
the Hebrew legend of passing through the Red Sea is explained as

based on the rising of a mighty wind that blew back the waters, a

possible historical incident to which later tradition added super-

natural elements, with the result that we not only find one miracle

of divided waters in the Old Testament, but others secondarily

derived from it concerning the Jordan, which can have no such

rational basis.

The remaining ancient legends in India that illustrate magical

crossing of water are, as far as my observation extends, more

narrowly based on one or the other of three specific metaphysical

doctrines : either the efficacy of the power of truth ; the levitational

powers of the religious adept ; or the magical aid of the Buddha.^

B. Act of Truth

In very early times in India the speaking of truth became

invested with magic power. The notion seems based on ideas

found in the Rigveda, although we have not, as far as I am aware,

documentary evidence that it was recognized before the period

of the Brahmanas, but this in itself carries us back to a time prior

to 600 B. C. The starting point seems to be the satyani rtam ca of

the Rigveda, "truth and cosmic order", which are subject tO' the

god Varuna ; but we must be careful not to read an ethical concept

into this phrase, especially when it serves as the foundation of later

sacrificial magic performances. In the Brahmanas the truth that is

so potent is the truth of exactitude in the sacrifice, a ritual or cere-

monial accuracy. The idea is brought out by Keith, from whom I

^There is a reference in Mahabharata 7.61.9 to the pious king Dilipa,

whose chariot did not sink in the water, but no story is given. The age of the

passage is uncertain, for the text in which it appears may have been put in

its present form any time between 400 B. C. and 400 A. D., althovigh it is safe

to say that the tradition itself is older than the text.

A story in which a river is induced to favor one in need is that in the

Bhfigavata Purana 10..3.50, where a river gives passage to the infant Krishna,

whose father is fleeing with him from the evil Kahsa. The same legend

appears in Bhasa's drama Balacarita : Vasudeva flees with the infant Krishna;
the darkness is impenetrable, but a marvellous light comes from the child,

and the Yamuna makes a dry path for him to cross (Keith, The Sanskrit

Drama, p. 98).
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quote an important passage: "The sense of the importance of ex-

actitude in the rite is seen in the famous ritual of confession which

is performed at the \'arunapraghasas, when the priest, the

Pratiprasthatr, asks the wife of the sacrificer with whom she con-

sorts, other than her husband. It is essential that she should con-

fess, since else it will go badly with her kinsfolk, an interesting

assertion of the solidarity of the kin. The speaking out of the sin

diminishes it, but not, it appears, by anything else than that it brings

exactitude ag"ain into the order of things : the wife commits an

offense against A'aruna, in that being the wife of one she consorts

with another: the statement of the true fact remo\'es the inexacti-

tude, and repairs in so far the defect. It brings truth, i. e. reality,

and order into the rite. The position of \'aruna in this regard is

of importance as it indicates in what degree the high conception of

the A*aruna of the Rigveda has been degraded by the passage of

time and the growing preference for the sacrifice. He is not re-

garded in the ritual, as it stands, as more than the power which re-

sents the introduction of irregularity into the facts of the universe."*

This rite has a double interest for us. First, it illustrates the

notion that the mere truth is able to render the sacrifice effective

even though it be a truth that reveals a sin. It has a magical

value that is uninfluenced by ethical considerations. Many other

passages in Vedic literature indicate the magical power of truth,

such as the famous passage of the ordeal with the heated axe in

Chandogya Upanishad 6.16,^ but few show so clearly as this rite that

it is truth for its own sake without reference to any ethical content.

Secondly, the truth is used so eft'ectively under the auspices of

Varuna, who in the Rigveda is the custodian of the rta, the cosmic

order, universal and personal truth. Xow \"aruna is not only the

guardian of the rto : he is also the god par excellence of the waters

both heavenly and earthly. ° Hence we see again in the Brahmanas

that oaths may be made inter alia "by waters, or Varuna, and the

Indian to this day swears in some cases by Ganges water which he

holds in his hand. The legal literature allows oaths for a Brahman

by his truth . . .
"^ Is it accidental that oaths may be made by

A^aruna, who is the guardian of the truth, and by water, which

* Keith. Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, pp. 456,

471, 473, 478, quotation from p. 471.

^Discussed by Burlingame, JRAS, 1917, pp. 435 f.

^Cf., Griswold, Religion of the Rigveda, pp. 136 ff.

''Quoted from Keith, op. cit., p. 395, where appear some references.
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is especially under his dominion, and by truth, which is under his

protection ?

From such ideas as these evolves the celebrated "Act of Truth",

concerning which Burlingame has written a most illuminating arti-

cle.^ This act is a solemn, formal declaration of the truth by means

of which miraculous deeds may be accomplished. There is a

formulaic mode of expression, which is perhaps the last survival

of the old ritualistic use of the truth I have mentioned above ; for

the later /Vet of Truth has no connection with the sacrifice. It is

quite apparent that the truth is effective, merely because it is the

truth, and not because of any ethical value attached to truthspeak-

ing, just as in the Varunapraghasa rites; an examination of many
of Bnrlingame's stories shows this, but especially of that in the

Milindapaiiha, by which the courtesan Bindumati caused the river

Ganges to flow back upstream. After she had performed the feat

King Asoka said to her, "You possess the Power of Truth ! You,

a thief, a cheat, corrupt, cleft in twain, vicious, a wicked old sinner

who have broken the bonds of morality and live on the plunder of

fools". "It is true, your Majesty; I am what you say. But even

I, wicked woman that I am, possess an Act of Truth by means of

which, should I so desire. I could turn the world of men and the

worlds of the gods upside down." Said the king, "But what is this

Act of Truth? Pray enlighten me". "Your Majesty, whosoever

gives me money, be he a Khattiya or a Brahmana or a Vessa or a

Sudda or of any other caste soever, I treat them all exactly alike.

If he be a Khattiya, T make no distinction in his favor. If he be

a Sudda, I despise him not. Free alike from fawning and contempt,

1 serve the owner of the money. This, your Majesty, is the Act of

Truth by which I caused the mighty Ganges to flow back up-

stream."^

The truth as a magic spell, often fairly well divorced from re-

ligious ceremony yet always sanctioned by religion and employed

in a religious spirit, has been illustrated in literature from the time

of the Mahabharata and in one of the older portions of that work,

the Nala episode. There it is thrice employed by Damayanti: fiirst,

to compel the gods, who had come to her Svayaiiivara disguised as

her lover Nala, to assume their true appearance ; secondly, when

»JRAS, 1917, pp. 429-467.

"The translation, with this version of the whole duty of a prostitute, is by

Burlingame, loc. cit., p. 440.
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she was wanderin^^ alone in the forest after beins^ deserted by

Nala, to strike down an impious hunter who would have laid un-

chaste hands upon her ; thirdly, when Nala after they were reunited

doubted her constancy, to summon the Wind god to remove his

doubts. It appears in other texts, but especially in those of the

Buddhists (the Pali term is saccakiriya "Truth Act", and the San-

skrit safyadhisfhdiia "Truth Command"; other terms occur), who
use it to this very day.^^

One other point. It is interesting to note that in Burlingame's

long paper more illustrations of the Act of Truth concern miracles

that deal with water than with anything else. Thus, it is used to

roll back the ocean, to make a river flow backwards, to cross a river

on dry foot, as a rain charm, and to obtain water to drink. And
perhaps in this connection it might also be pertinent to mention that

it is used to put out a forest fire, which "instantly went out, like a

torch plunged in water," or, again, "so soon as the fire encountered

his words, just as if it had reached a river, it immediately abated."

Does this fact justify us in saying that it is Varuna as custodian

of the waters and at the same time as guardian of the truth who
makes the Act of Truth efiicacious? Burlingame's fictional illus-

trations would not be calculated to make us draw this conclusion,

but the facts I have mentioned concerning the Varunapraghasa rites

make it seem probable. Thus, while the point is not vital to the

main theme of this paper, it seems worth noting that the Act of

Truth is probably valid because it is the historical survival of an

appeal to A^aruna, the god of truth, and the typical illustrations of

the Act are those that accomplish miracles connected with water,

Varuna's peculiar element.

The legends showing walking on the water by means of an Act

of Truth are not found in texts of any great antiquity, although

one of them seems to be related to another legend of walking on

the water that is of great age. It is, of course, pertinent to remark

that the legends are older than the texts in which they appear, for

time must have been required for them to gain recognition as

authentic ; but since we cannot say how much time must have been

required, the remark is after all not of any large value.

The oldest text containing one of these tales is the Milindapanha

4.1.46, dating from somewhere near the beginning of the Christian

loBurlingame, loc. cit., p. 467
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era." The story is not related to any other with which I am ac-

quainted, whether in India or outside. The sage Nagasena tells King

Milinda : "Your Majesty, in the land of China there is a king who,

once evei^y four months, desiring to make offering to the great

ocean, performs an Act of Truth, and then proceeds in his chariot

of state a league's distance into the great ocean. Before the chariot

of state the mighty mass of water rolls back, and, as he returns, it

pours back again. "^-

Our next legend is from Buddhaghosa's commentary on the

Anguttara Nikaya 193-195, a text of the fifth century A. D. King

Kappina is on his way to enter the religious life under the Buddha.

I quote from the translation by Burlingame in his Buddhist Para-

hies, pp. 173 f.

Now the king, with his thousand ministers, reached the

bank of the Ganges. But at this time the Ganges was full.

When the king saw this, he said : "The Ganges here is full,

and swarms with savage fish. Moreover we have with us no

_ slaves or men to make boats or rafts for us. But of this

Teacher the virtues extend from the Avici Hell beneath to

the Peak of Existence above. If this Teacher he the Su-

premely Enlightened Buddha, may not the tips of the hoofs

of these horses be wetted !"

They caused the horses to spring forward on the surface

of the water. Of not a single horse was so much as the tip

of the hoof wetted. On a king's highway proceeding, as it

were, they went to the far shore. Farther on they reached

another river. There, was needed no other Act of Truth.

By the same Act of Truth, that river also, half a league in

breadth, did they cross over. Then they reached the third

river, the mighty river Candabhaga. That river also, by the

same Act of Truth, did they cross over.

Thus King Kappina with his retinue reached the Buddha, be-

came established in Sainthood, and entered the Order. Later in

the story his wife. Queen Anoja, also set out for the Buddha.

Queen Anoja, surrounded by a thousand chariots, reach-

ing the bank of the Ganges and seeing no boat or raft brought

for the King, by her own intuition concluded : "The King

must have crossed by making an Act of Truth. But this

Teacher was reborn not for them alone. If this Teacher be

the Supremely Enlightened Buddha, may our chariots not

^^See Winternitz, Geschichte dcr Indischcn Littcratur, 2.1.140.

^^Translation by Burlingame, loc. cit., p. 439.
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sink into the water l"^^

She caused the chariots to spring forward on the surface

of the water. Of the chariots not even so much as the outer

rims of the wheels were wetted. The second river also, the

third river also, she crossed by the same Act of Truth.

When they arrived the Buddha by magic power prevented them

from seeing their husbands, who otherwise would have been plainly

visible, for he knew that if they saw their husbands lust would

spring up in their hearts and they would not attain the Path and the

Fruits. After the conversion had been accomplished, he removed

the magic invisibility, and they saw their husbands, but now no

harm could result, for lust was dead.

A variant of this story is found in the commentary on the

Dhammapada,^^ another text from the fifth century A. D., which

claims, however, to be based on much older Sinhalese materials

;

and it also appears in the Theragatha commentary 235. This wide

diffusion of the legend in Buddhist hagiographv argues a certain

amount of antiquity for it, as does also the tradition of its lengthy

existence in Sinhalese before being translated into Pali ; but ob-

viously it is impossible to say how great is that antiquity ; the tra-

dition hardly offers the basis even for a guess. In a faint way it

recalls the legend of Rigveda 3.33 (see above), but the resemblance

is after all so slight that no conclusion can be based upon it. Alore

weighty is its clear connection with the story of Yasa's conversion,

as found in the A'inaya Pitaka. ]\Iahavagga 1. 7-10, and elsewhere,

a legend to which we shall return later in this paper. The connection

is twofold. First, in the Chinese version of Yasa's (or Yasada's)

conversion the 3'Oung man, by means of the Buddha's help, magi-

cal Iv walks across the river A^aranfi (modern Barna) to reach the

Buddha.^'' It became shallow so that he could wade over. This detail

does not appear in the ^lahavagga, but it echoes so well the way
in which the Aryans in Rigveda 3.33 crosseed the Beas and the Sutlej

that we may well regard it as of antiquity ; certainly it is of definite

Indian origin. Secondly, in the story of the conversion of Yasa,

as in that of King Kappina and Queen Anoja. the Buddha by ineans

of his magic power renders the first convert invisible to his relatives

i^Cf., the allusion to King Dilipa in Mahabharata 7.61.9; his chariot did

not sink in the water. See note 3 above.

i^Translated by Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, 2.169 ff. In this version

it is stated that the surface of the water was like a flat rock.

^^See in Beal, The Romantic Legend of Sakya BuddJia, p. 263.
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who come inquiring. This is found in the Mahavagga, and is

therefore of great antiquity. The story is that after Yasa had

gone to the Buddha at Sarnath and became converted, his mother

began to grieve and induced the young man's father to go seek

him. But when he reached the Buddha, the latter first made Yasa

invisible ; and when the father asked the Buddha if he had seen

the young man, the Buddha answered evasively. Then he preached

to the father, establishing him part way on the road to salvation.

After that he made Yasa visible to his father, who then asked his

son to return to his grief stricken mother. The Buddha accom-

panied Yasa to his home, where he converted both the mother and

Yasa's wife, who became his first female lay disciples. The con-

nection between this tale and the conversion of King Kappina and

Queen Anoja is undeniable. \Vhat is more the story in the Maha-

vagga is very old : Winternitz thinks it can hardly be later than 300

B. C.^" Even if we do not accept so early a date, we cannot set

it later than the first century B. C.,^'^ and it is therefore pre-Christian

;

but the chances are that the Yasa legend is very old, for it seems

to be the source of legends which afterwards were attached to the

Buddha.

The Jains also know of crossing water by means of an Act of

Truth. The story appears in Bhavadevasuri's Parsvanathacaritra, a

work of the fourteenth century A. D., based on older materials.

The story is analyzed by Bloomfield, from whom I quote.^^

A \vi?e king heard that his brother Soma, a Sage, was

soiourning in a park outside his city. He went to pay his

respects, h'stened to the law from his mouth, and returned

to the palace. The chief queen then made the following vow:

"I shall in the morning salute this Sage, and not take food

before he has feasted." Now, on the road between the city

and the park, was a river. When she arrived there by night

the river was in flood, too deep for crossing. In the morn-

ing she asked her husband how she might obtain her heart's

desire. The king said: "Go cheerfully with your retinue,

adore the River Goddess, and with pure mind recite, 'O God-

dess River, if my husband has practiced chastity since the

day on which he paid his devotions to my brother-in-law,

then promptly give me passage.' " The queen reflected in

surprise: "Why now does the king, the fifth Protector of the

'^^Geschichte der Indischen Litteratur 2.1.20.

"Cf., Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 20, 24.

i^Bloomfield, The Life and Stories of the Jaina Savior Pargvanatha,

pp. 80 f.
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World, say such an absurd thing? Since the day of his de-

votion to his brother, I have become pregnant by him with a

son; that wifely state of mine he knows full well." Neverthe-

less out of wifely devotion, she went with her retinue to

the bank of the river, honored the River Goddess, and made
the Truth-Declaration (safyasrdvana) , as told by her hus-

band. At once the river banked its waters to the right and to

the left, became shallow, and the queen crossed.

After revering and feasting the Sage she told him her

story, and asked how her husband's inconceivable chastity

could be valid. The sage replied : "When I took the vow,

from that time on the king also became indifferent to earthly

matters. But as there was no one to bear the burden of royalty

he kept on performing his royal acts, in deed, but not in

thought. The king's chastity is valid, because his mind is

unspotted, even as a lotus that stands in the mud.''

The queen then bade adieu to the Sage, and asked him

how she was to recross the river. The Sage told : "You
must say to the Goddess River, 'If that Sage, since taking

the vow, has steadily lived in fast, then give me passage.'
"

The queen in renewed surprise went to the bank of the river,

recited the words of the Sage, crossed, and arrived home.

She narrated all to the king, and asked, "How could the Sage

be in fast, since I myself entertahied him with food?" The
king replied, "You are simple, O queen, you do not grasp the

spirit of religion : the lofty-minded Sage is indifferent to both

eating and non-eating. Mind is the root, speech the crown,

deed the branch-expansion of the tree of religion : from the

firm root of that tree everything springs forth." Then the

queen understood.

This story with its paradoxical refinements of the Act of Truth

is obviously late not only in date but also in metaphysic ; neverthe-

less some of its elements go back to the very oldest sphere of

thought concerning magically crossing water. Just as in Rigveda

3.3S, the River Goddess is addressed, while the miracle consists

in the sudden and magical lowering of the water's depth.

(To be Continued)



FATE AND FREEDOAi AS VIEWED BY HOMER
BY ARTHUR L. KEITH

YOUTH is not concerned with problems of fate and free will.

Freedom is naively assumed as the natural condition of life.

But as the individual or the world grows old the recognition comes

that the human will is not entirely free but is somehow involved

in the bonds of necessity. The mild philosophy of a Vergil may
temper the sternness of fate by assigning to it a beneficent purpose

closely related to the national fortunes of Rome. Christian teleol-

ogy may identify destiny with the righteousness of God. The pen-

dulum of philosophical and sociological thought swings now toward

the rigidity of fate's decrees, now toward the sufficiency of man's

endeavor. The individual's behavior is largely controlled by his

conception of fate and personal responsibility. An irrepressible

Irish orphan is caught in a Minnesota blizzard and suffers the loss

of both hands and feet. But he educates himself, teaches school,

marries, accjuires a competent fortune, wins the confidence of his

fellow-citizens, is elected speaker of his state legislature, and is

known as a successful man. Without insisting upon himself as an

example, he frequently asserts that there is no such thing as fate,

that man's will is free and indomitable. On the other hand, Amer-

ica's leading criminologist declares that we are all bound hand and

foot in the chains of heredity and environment. The necessary

corollary of such a doctrine is that society should be lenient toward

the misdoings of unfortunate man. The foundations of personal

responsibility are undermined and society in many aspects is com-

pletely altered if such a view prevails.

Youth has its freshness and wholesomeness. We no longer say

that Homer represents a youthful civilization. He knew of cities
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that had risen and fallen. We are sometimes surprised at the

maturity of his reflections. But as compared with recorded his-

tory Homer is youthful and ofifers, as youth always does to age,

many valuable lessons and suggestions. He was not in the least

concerned in fate and free will as academic questions. His chief

interest was to produce a good story and whatever views he held

consciously or subconsciously on such matters appear only in an

incidental wa}'. We shall not find consistency among the various

allusions though tendencies may be observed. Heredity and en-

vironment in the modern technical application were wholly un-

known to him. A hereditary doom may afford a strange fascina-

tion for an AescliA'lean traged}'. It has no place in Homer's story.

Brooding over a hereditary taint or defect belongs not to youth

but to a more sophisticated age. In this respect we may pronounce

Homer more wholesome than his successors. Environment we have

always with us. A warrior surrounded by several foemen with

drawn spears may be deeply conscious of the particular environ-

ment of the occasion but the term with its implications of fatality

is foreign to Homer.

However, Homer admitted the limitations upon the human will

and the consciousness of these limitations hangs like a cloud upon

the horizon of all his thought. And if at the same time he repre-

sented the will as free, the inconsistency did not trouble him. The

most obvious restriction upon the will of man arose from the inter-

vention of the gods. Homer's world was a curious mixture of

human and divine characters. j\Ian's desires frequently ran coun-

ter to the will of some god. Man must curb his desires recogniz-

ing that "one can not, howsoever valiant he be, thwart the pur-

pose of Zeus who is mightier far". This intervention of the gods

penetrates into every phase of life, war, games, councils, voyages.

Two Achaean chieftains quarrel and "the will of Zeus was accom-

plished". Teucer would have gained the prize in archery but

Apollo begrudged him the honor and turned the arrow aside from

its mark. Menelavis had won the victory in a fair fight but Aphro-

dite rescued the intended victim from the final stroke. W'hen a

favorite is to be protected Homer might feel some justification in

the act of the god but often the intervention appears capricious,

not to say malicious. Zeus and Hera barter city against city and

Zeus allows even Troy to fall though he admits that it had been
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most righteous. He sends a baleful dream to Agamemnon in order

to arouse high hopes in his breast which he intends to dash low.

No wonder that the Homeric hero calls his god perverse and cruel.

Homer had for every adverse circumstance an easy explanation.

Some god was responsible. The king and the chief warrior of the

Achaeans have quarreled. "Who then of the gods brought the

twain together in strife?" The opposing forces had struck a truce

and all would have been well but Athena persuaded Pandarus to

shoot an arrow at Alenelaus and the war was renewed.

The intervention of the gods knows no bounds. They even thrust

themselves into the thoughts and motives of man. The dream sent

to Agamemnon is one method of driving the mind of man. Hera

put it into Achilles's heart to save the Achaeans from the plague.

Pandarus's impulse to break the truce was inspired by Athena,

though he is called a fool for yielding. The blindness of Helen's

soul was placed there apparently not of her own volition but 'be-

cause Aphrodite willed it so. And the quarrel itself, the theme of

the Iliad, was not of man's seeking. Agamemnon says : 'T am
not to blame, but Zeus and Fate and Erinys that walks in darkness,

who laid fierce madness on my soul that day in the assembly when
I took from Achilles his prize. But what could I do ? For it is

God who accomplishes all things. Eldest daughter of Zeus is Ate,

who drives all mad, baneful creature that she is. Her feet are

light, she walks not upon the ground but over the heads of men
she goes, overthrowing men, entangling them one after another".

This, one of the few allegories in Homer^ represents the all-perva-

sive power of the mysterious, unseen force that reads ruin to men.

"Whom the gods destroy they first drive mad." We may exclaim

with Agamemnon: "What can one do?" H even one's thought

and will are not his own, is there any hope of salvation for man?

Can there be real achievement and victory, if Achilles, for instance,

is a bold warrior only because the gods have made him so, if a

god perversely determines the issues of battle, and if the disposal

of all things lies irrevocably on the knees of the gods?

Aside from the interference of the gods, death also cuts athwart

the purpose of man. Whether on the battlefields oT Troy or in the

dangers of the sea or in the peaceful pursuits of one's own coun-

try, death is never far away. Long before his encounter with

Achilles, Hector knew his doom was at hand. Over all the valiant
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endeavors of the Trojans, like a dark cloud, hangs the certain

knowledge that the way is drawing nigh on which sacred Troy will

fall and Priam and his folk. Achilles's life lies under the same

ominous cloud. Even in the moment of victory he recognizes that

death and stern fate are waiting for him, that there will come a

morn or evening or noontide when someone shall take away his life

in battle, smiting him with spear or with arrow from his bow. The

paths of glory lead but to the grave. Agamemnon's triumph ends

in his own death. On the field of battle death is present in many
forms and often the passing of some brave soul forces a pathetic

cry from the poet. Death is not dissociated from the gods. It is

their instrument for putting out of the way one who obstructs their

purposes. So when Hector sees his doom approaching he realizes

it is so because the gods have summoned him to die. Death is in-

volved with fate, ~\Ioira, with the gods, but also with the acts of

men. Patroclus says: "Dire fate and Leto's son have slain me,

and of men Euphorbus, and you also (Hector)". The expression,

"the fate of the gods", seems to indicate that the poet regarded fate

or death as under subjection to the gods. Yet we find even Zeus

shedding drops of blood and helpless to interfere when he sees that

his dearest son, Sarpedon, is about to die. The poet had not thought

his way out to a consistent solution. Fate is frequently treated

as synonymous with death. "Dark death and forceful fate came

over his eyes". Less often fate is conceived as a resistless prin-

ciple operating in all the affairs of life. One must "suffer whatever

destiny and the stern spinning women spun for him with their

yarn at his birth, when his mother first bore him". Zeus and Fate,

Moira, and Erinys are coequals in bringing madness to Agamem-
non's soul. We can make a threefold distinction here, which may
have been partly apparent to Homer, and regard Fate as the me-

chanical principle, Zeus as the intelligence applying the principle,

and Erinys as the punishment personified, whenever the principle

is violated. But Homer generally ignores such distinctions. Ate,

containing implications of sin and ruin, is closely involved with

Zeus for she is his eldest daughter. Fate, as Aloira, represents the

due amount. To each man the gods have given his portion. The
gods themselves including Zeus have been assigned their respective

shares and lots. As such, fate is an impersonal principle. Viola-

tion of this principle is fraught with disaster for gods and men
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alike. Evidently, Homer had not clearly conceived the limitations

and interrelations of gods and fate. But one thing was clear and

that was the certainty and irrevocableness of fate. In one of

Homer's occasional moods of reflection he makes Achilles say:

"You may get you cattle and fat sheep, tripods may be had for the

price and tawny-headed horses ; but the life-breath of a man when

once it has passed the barrier of his teeth can never be entreated

to return nor can it ever be taken again".

\\ ith man's will restricted on every side by the interference of

the gods and the certainty of death, his place might seem to be that

of a mechanical toy. Suicide might seem to be the only escape but

suicide is almost unknown to Homer. The universal interest in

Homer could be based upon no such conception of man's enthral-

ment. Homer is the first messenger of freedom in history. The

instances are many that show man in the partial or complete exer-

cise of his faculties. The restriction is already half cleared away

when man and god make the act a partnership affair. Athena and

Hera if they wish will give Achilles strength, but his part is to re-

strain the proud spirit in his breast, for a well-tempered soul is best.

It is not a juggling of words to say that Achilles is free to second

the motion of the gods. A god may capriciously rescue a favorite

from what seems certain death, but more often the man's endeavor

to fight and to achieve is supported by the god. Alenelaus is free

to arm himself for battle against Hector, though the issue of vic-

tory rest with the gods. Hector admits that Athena gave him the

glory but he first did his part by fighting. The purpose of Zeus

in subduing Ajax needed reinforcement from the Trojans who were

casting their spears at him. One's thoughts are not wholly bound.

Athena reminds Telemachus that he himself in his own heart will

be. master of some thoughts while others the god will suggest. So

it is equally possible that his journey to Pylus may have been on

his own initiative or inspired by some god. This represents a def-

inite step in the direction of freedom of thought and will. It is the

same idea that holds man responsible for his evil doings. Apollo

caused the strife between Agamemnon and Achilles but the poet

at once informs us that it was because z^gamemnon had committed

the impiety of dishonoring a priest. The suitors were overthrown

not only by the gods but also through their own wanton deeds.

Elpenor's unlucky accident was due not only to some divinity but
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to wine out of measure. There is no need of multiplying examples.

Nor did this tendency stop with sharing the responsibility be-

tween men and gods. Upon his own initiative and unaided by the

gods man was sometimes regarded as preferring evil or righteous

deeds. Athena rebukes Odysseus at a moment of timidity by re-

minding him that it was through his counsel that Troy was cap-

tured. Through their own blind folly Odysseus's companions per-

ished for they ate the cattle of Helios. There is a complete divorce

of responsibility between gods and men in Nestor's reminder to

Agamemnon that if he shall try a certain device, "then you will

know whether it is through the divine will that you can not sack

the city or because of the cowardice of men and their ignorance of

war". And then to the assembled gods Zeus exclaims : "Ah me,

how now do mortals blame the gods ! For from us they say it is

that evil comes, but they even of themselves through their own
folly have woes bcAond that which is fated". Zeus goes on to illus-

trate his point by showing that Aegisthus in spite of special warn-

ing from himself had transcended fate in marrying Clytemnestra

and slaying Agamemnon. It is difficult to see how the proponents

of the substantial freedom of the will could find a more satisfactory

example than this. Fate is not entirely eliminated. Man's will

must still make adjustments. And as for the part of the gods, they

should not be regarded as obstructionists only, but as trying to as-

sist man in the better way. Even when they have set themselves

against mankind their purpose may still be changed. "With burnt

offerings and reverent vows, with libation and with sacrifice, men
entreat them and turn them from their purpose, when anyone has

transgressed or erred. For Prayers are daughters of mighty Zeus,

halt and wrinkled and with eyes askance, and they take good heed

to follow in the steps of Ate. And Ate is strong and swift of foot,

therefore she far outruns all Prayers and she goes before them

over all the earth making men to fall, but they follow and heal the

harm". We have already observed that Ate was the daughter of

Zeus. It is a significant and w'holesome qualification of this re-

lationship to find that Prayers are also his daughters.

Counsel, volition, purpose, and persuasion imply freedom of

will and those faculties are constantly exercised by Homeric char-

acters and in fact determine the general tone of the story. "He
formed this cunning plan in his heart" ; "he spake what the heart
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within his breast bade him speak" ; "this seemed to him on dehbera-

tion to be the better plan"; "let us consider how these things shall

be, if the mind will yet accomplish aught" ; "and from there also

by my bravery and counsel and wit w^e escaped" ; "why do you

urge me on eager as I am already for the fray?" Instances such

as these may be found on every page of Homer. The large number

of purpose clauses is not without its significance. Likewise, the

presentation of two courses to man, either one of which he may
take, suggests liberty. Achilles pondered whether he should draw

his sword and slay Agamemnon or should stay his anger. The

Achaeans ponder whether to remain and fight or to return across

the sea. This would be absurd unless they were free to do one or

the other as they willed. Achilles had the choice of two courses,

a long life without glory or a short and glorious life. Achilles was

the hero and the example of the youth. Clearly, Homer means to

say that one may choose between right and wrong, between a life

of glory and one of ignominy. In like manner that other type of

manhood, Odysseus^ might have remained in the land of the lotus

eaters but chose instead his own rugged island, Ithaca.

The opposition of the gods and the threat of death hover on

the horizon but they throw in relief man's own endeavor. It is too

much to say that Homer introduced these obstacles merely to en-

hance the glory of man's achievement. They are actually present

and can not be explained away. Someone has well said that the

Homeric hero knew^ that he was under the spell of fate but played

as if he were free. But the play was pursued so eagerly and seri-

ously that it becomes the all-important thing. It is truly an im-

pressive sight to watch Homer's heroes play the game of life, acting

as if they were free while all the time the certainty of doom im-

pends. It is man's feeling exactly, though ascribed to a god, when

Homer makes Zeus say : "Ah woe is me, since it is fated that my
best loved son, Sarpedon, must die. But my heart is divided in

thought whether I shall save him from this grievous battle or

whether I shall subdue him at the hands of Patroclus". If the mat-

ter is already decreed by ^e, why consider other courses? Per-

haps the attitude is nowhere else so well exemplified as in the words

which Hector speaks when he sees that the gods have betrayed

him : "Now is my doom at hand ; at last I will not die tamely or

ingloriously but as I die I will achieve some great deed for even
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later generations to learn." The same idea is expressed by Achilles

:

"I, even I, well know this, that it is ni}- fate to perish here far from

my father and mother ; but for all that I will not cease until I have

given the Trojans their fill of battle".

We have spoken of inconsistency in Homer's dealing with fate

and personal responsibility. No attempt will be made to explain it

away for it is the unexplainable. Ikit it is to Homer's credit that

he achieved a consistency of another sort in representing so vividly

the pursuit of the quest, the playing of the game, that all obstacles

become of second importance. The human will creates its own en-

vironment, achieves real ends of distinction, and amid the conflict-

ing gods finds a new God in the glory of living. To such an atti-

tude Homer's never-failing attractiveness is due. He has the eter-

nal message of reality. He is a constant source of incentive to man
for endeavor. In a generation surfeited with theories, grown weary

in its pursuit of pleasure, cloyed with the refinements of a machine

civilization, Homer's clear note sounds across the ages a message

unequaled for inspiration and wholesomeness.



MARX AND FREUD : OIL AND WATER

BY SIDNEY HOOK

NO comparison in modern thought is more strikingly incongru-

ous than the attempt recently made by certain 'literary psy-

chologists' of radical penchant to assimilate the doctrines of Karl

Marx to those of Sigmund Freud. The latest and most dashing

effort to read into Alarx's work an anticipation of current psycho-

analytic myth has been made by Max Eastman in his book on

Marx, Lenin and the Science of Revolution, a chapter of which has

been restated in an article on ]\Iarx and Freud in the July issue of

the New Masses. In this short paper I shall try to make two things

clear: (1) that the theory of psychoanalysis represents the crass-

est violation of fundamental principles of scientific method, and

(2) that the salient ideas of Marx cannot intelligibly be translated

into Freudian terms.

(1) The most formidable objection to the doctrine of psycho-

analysis is that it has absolutely no concepEon of the meaning of

scientific evidence. All of its generalizations are in the nature of

hypothetical explanations after the fact. Instead of being based

on controlled experiment they are merely expressions of facile

guesses and capricious analogies. The psychoanalyst as distinct

from the experimentalist can conceive of no possible evidence

which might disprove his claims. In other words psychoanalysis is

beyond the check of scientific experiment since no matter what

the results of the experiment turn out to be, its theories permit it

to interpret them as confirmatory evidence. Like the theological

notion of the will of God, since it 'explains' the absence of a certain

fact as well as its presence, it is scientifically useless. To give a

simple illustration. I dream that disguised as Santa Claus I come
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down the chimney-flue of the house in which a decrepit great-aunt

of mine Hves. The analysis runs that I have had a suppressed sex

desire for my great aunt (who was fifty years old when I was

born) and am trying to emulate my great-uncle (whom I never

knew). Proof: by a process of 'free' association under the 'expert'

guidance of a follower of Freud I hit upon this explanation and

solemnly declare that I have an intuitive conviction that it is so.

However, if my powers of recall are feeble, the doctor generally

will suggest the above explanation (if he knows his case-books).

Whereupon I burst into laughter and tell him he is either a fool or

a faker. Yet the analysis is still valid, responds the doctor, and

if anything even stronger than if I had given it direct introspective

consent, since my feeble powers of association and my reaction to

his diagnosis simply show how strong the power of my resistance

is,—show that my 'censor' is working full blast trying to save ap-

pearances. In other words I am damned if I confess and damned

if I don't. Examples may be drawn from Eastman's own article.

He says, "The economic interpretation of history is nothing but a

generalized psychoanalysis of the social and political mind." And in

face of the opposition the theory has met, he continues, "One might

infer this (i. e. its truth—S. H.) from the spasmodic and unreason-

able resistance it meets on the part of its patient". Later on he tries

to psychoanalyze the current psychoanalytic interpretation of revo-

lutionary thinking on the ground that as practitioners the psycho-

analysts stand to lose money if the revolutionists have their way.

All this is merely argument ad homineni and as scientific method is

nothing short of puerile. Proceeding in the same way one could

explain every phenomenon in the universe. After the event has

happened one can always account for discrepancies in the results

by introducing subsidiary hypotheses. But just because science

does not read the world backward, the element of prediction (with-

in the limits of error) is a necessary condition of an adequate sci-

entific theory. Bound up with this formal objection is the charge

that psychoanalysis has no definite canons of evaluation in sifting

alleged confirmatory evidence and in establishing correlations be-

tween symbol and meaning.

This brings us to material considerations. The basic fallacy

of psychoanalytic theory is its confusion of motive with stimulus.

An unconscious stimulus may be present and may be used to explain
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an immediate reaction or a dela}ed response, but to speak of ari

unconscious motive is a contradiction in terms. Motive is a cog-

nitive or knowledge term. (There is no such thing as unconscious

or immediate knowledge or inference.) If this is denied, the psy-

choanalyst is bound in all consistency to endow the Unconscious

with greater logical acumen (the Unconscious makes no mistakes)

than our ordinary consciousness possesses. Together with the fact

that the Unconscious automatically expresses its repressed desires

in a complicated symbolism beyond the power of most minds on a

conscious level, we seem to be confronted with another version of

the discredited reminiscence theory of knowledge which is as far

removed from the instrumental theory of knowledge as anything

can possibly be.

As far as the peculiar behavior of psychic aberrants is con-

cerned it may be more plausibly explained as due to the influence

which certain early habit formations and conditioned reflexes ex-

ercise upon later life. Here, at least, is where Watson is talking

sense. But to fall back upon reference to the causal efiiciency of

the unconscious merely represents an uncritical reliance upon a

metaphor. Under the cover of the metaphor it converts the affec-

tive tones of the fringe of consciousness into cognitive attitudes

and purposes 'effecting hidden ends unseen'.

From the point of view of scientific psychology—there is not

a particle of evidence that any of the elaborate Freudian mechan-

isms, such as the censor and the processes of displacement, etc.,

exist in consciousness. In fact, the use of the term force in Freud's

writings—force of repulsion, force of resistance, force of repres-

sion—should arouse suspicion even in the minds of those who do

not forswear animism with such blustering vehemence as does

Eastman, that Freud's psychology is literary rather than scientific,

and smells of the pipe and the armchair rather than of the labora-

tory. At this point, people are sure to interpose with mention of

Freud's clinical cures. The cures are not disputed any more than

the cures wrought by Coue, Christian Science and the miracle

makers. All fakers claim to be justified by occasional cures. But

the question is what is the relation between the theory defended

and the practice followed. If the cure is the result of a technique

which can be verified by other experimenters, then its citation is

relevant. But Freud has not established any direct connection be-
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tween his romantic psychology and his cHnical successes. In addi-

tion, it should be pointed out that Freud's alleged cures may be

more plausibly explained on the basis of a more sober neuro-physi-

ological theor}'. It is interesting to note that a great many psycho-

analysts—notably Brill—hold that the great value of their theory

is prophylactic rather than remedial. But in the absence of logi-

cal evidence one statement is just as gratuitous as the other.

In view of the above, I do not think it too rash to say that

Freud is working his way back to the old fashioned notion of the

soul—the ghost that haunts the mansions of the mind—and that

doctrinally his views are quite compatible with the biological vital-

ism and mysticism of Bergson and Driesch. But we will leave that

theme to be developed some other time.

(2) If it is rank confusion to call the psychology of Freud

scientific, it is sheer intellectual violence to convert the social ob-

jectivism of Alarx into an anticipation of the mystical subjectivism

of Freud. Eastman is able to draw the connection because he

mistakenly believes that historical materialism is a theory which

attempts to account for individual motives rather than for certain

social forces and factors. His conception of historical materialism

boils down despite his frantic efforts to escape from the position,

to the theory that the economic interests of men are primary, and

unconsciously control their activity. This is palpably false. i\Iarx

would never have been able to explain his own life-time of revo-

lutionary activity on the basis of this vulgar theory of self-interest.

Nor would Eastman himself. Surely such a theory can never

plausibly account for the misguided idealism of many workers who
believe that the best way they can serve their country is by laying

down their lives for it. The intense national patriotism of the

working class is not an ideology "indulged in by people controlled

by their own unconscious class interests." Xo, according to the

followers of Alarx, it is the result of a systematic and pernicious

propaganda carried on through the instrumentalities of the press,

the church and the school—that unholy trinity of capitalist civil-

ization. The process is social and objective. The ideas a man
carries in his head are not a function—conscious or unconscious

—

of the cash he carries in his pocket. Eastman's remarks ignore

one of the most patent facts in all history

—

ignorance of what one's

true interests are. And what these true interests are,, is not to be
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found by holding one's nose and prying into the unconscious but

by critical analysis and experience in the class struggle. Eastman

by implication denies this and again falls back upon the 'infallible

unconscious' as the source which inspires and determines the con-

duct of men. He has some inkling of the difficulty when he quali-

fies his statement by saying it is true "on the broad average and

in the long run". But strictly speaking these words state the dif-

ficulty instead of solving the problem which confronts his theory.

In another sense these words contradict his primary assertion for

unless one knows the point of view from which the 'average' is

determined and how far the 'run' extends, one might very well say

that the direct impact of objective economic conditions sets the

limits between which unconscious activities function.

In view of Eastman's continuous invective against the Hegelian

dialectic as both mystical and mysterious, it is instructive to tabu-

late the mystical and mysterious elements in his own thinking.

They enter into his outlook; (a), through the belief that apparently

pure unmotived association of elements in a dream or in everyday

human experience, must of necessity be an expression of desires

which have previously been repressed; (b) through the belief that

the unconscious motives of all the members of a certain class can

be traced to the same repressions; (c) through the belief that the

compensating expression of these repressed desires by a sort of pre-

established harmony give rise to a common class interest. All of

these views are implied in what he says but not an iota of proof is

offered in substantiation. To ridicule Hegel and yet stand com-

mitted to these propositions is straining at a gnat and swallowing

a whole drove of camels.

Without developing in detail the positive argument on the basis

of which the above criticisms and interpretations of Marxism are

made, I suggest the following. Historical materialism takes its

point of departure from the objective existence of an economic

class struggle. In the interests of the struggle, ideas and doctrines

are used as instruments in bringing the issue to a successful com-

pletion. The anticipated efficacy and adequacy of these ideas in

furthering class interests explain their acceptance and use but not

necessarily their genesis or origin. No social factor can wholly

explain the mechanics of individual creation. But only social fac-

tors can explain why once these ideas have seen the light, they
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have been accepted. They are accepted (or rejected) not because

they are in the personal interest of any one individual but because

they are instrumentaHties which are used to accelerate (or retard)

the tendencies of the economic environment in the direction of a

social ideal. Conscious allegiance to a social ideal expresses the

social idealism of the revolutionist. This social ideal is not a mere

possibility of the given nor is it a foregone certainty. It is grounded

in objective tendencies which set the limits of the type and range

of instruments which may be effectively used. jMarxism then turns

out to be a self-critical theory explaining its own acceptance on the

basis of its own principles. It appears in the main as a huge judg-

nient of practice in Dewey's sense of the phrase and its truth or

falsity (instrumental adequacy) is an experimental matter.

But it is a far cry from this to the suppressions of Freud.

There is enough superfluous baggage in the socialist camp

without adding the rotting corpse of a prurient 'bourgeois' (to use

a favorite epithet of Eastman's) psychology, if ever there were

one, to infect the rest of the doctrine.
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XL

TT7HEN we turn from the part individual responsibility has

• * played in ethical theory and consider it in and of itself, it at

once appears of so simple a nature that its absence from the world-

view of early men becomes in itself a problem. How does it happen

that they had not even a rough conception of individual account-

ability and that they failed to distinguish between designed and ac-

cidental acts ? ^^'estermarck points out that lower animals quite

naturally retaliate on the agent of an ill turn, and he gives copious

illustration.' It must have been the force of some potent concep-

tion that prevented the issue of this simple notion among early men.

'Tt needs little reflection and a very moderate amount of self-

knowledge"", says Hobhouse,^ "to distinguish between design and

accident and a very moderate amount of reasoning power to apply

the same to other men. lUit the nascent reflection of savage men
was strangled at birth by the prevailing theorv of witch-craft and

possession". Well, at least, by some attitude or conception of more

profound force than the sense of individual agency.

This fact will be made to stand out in relief by a glance at the

issue of the notion of individual responsibility in relation to the

concept of moral evil among the Greeks. It had different issues in

philosophy and in drama, so that a comparison is illuminating.

With the former it became in Aristotle the basic principle of ethics

—the sine qua non. It excluded from the field of ethics whatever

was incompatible with itself. In the latter it plays a subordinate

''Origin and Dcvcloptncnt of Moral Ideas, Vol. I, p. 36 f.

^Morals in Evolution, Vol. I, p. 93.
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and baffling part. There is a force, deeper and of wider scope,

called from of old /a/^, incompatible with individual responsibility,

which nevertheless cannot be excluded from one field with it.

Surely it was no great achievement for such a mind as Aristotle

to bring to complete clearness the notion of individual responsibility.

What lies in it, abstractly considered, is not hard to get at. But in

making this analysis, Aristotle was resisting a powerful force in

Greek tradition. Plato had gone part way. Positing individual re-

sponsibility as the ground necessitating ethics, he had attributed the

power of choice to the individual. But he continued to hold with

Socrates that a luan who did evil was not free. He was held in

bonds. Here is the inward coercion which Aristotle found limiting

the will. He excluded it from ethics because it came from beyond

the individual's volition : what the individual agent could not

avoid did not belong to the field of ethics.^ But Plato will not so

easily exclude it. Instead he attempts to rationalize it.^'' That

"blindness of passion", which the Greeks among all other peoples

attributed to the gods, was not easily to be excluded from the realm

of ethics. It had one undivided basis in reality with human volition.

The weight of this realm of psychical coercion, of '^non-volitional

conation", which is the life -centre of religion in primitive times and

in all times, held strongly against a clear realization of individual

responsibility among all early men. It is powerfully evident in all

Greek ethical thinking.

The ethical thought of both the philosophers and dramatists of

Greece is passionate and strained. In all the history of human think-

ing there is perhaps no equal instance of baffled eagerness. In the

gnomic thinkers the Greek intelligence was tearing itself away from

religious tradition. A sensitive moral consciousness attempted to

rqDudiate gods that were evil as well as good and to find a clear

basis for reality. But they could achieve no immediate insight

upon which they could proceed without emotion. The simple notion

of individual responsibility did not issue to clarify their thinking.

Profound feeling is reflected in the fragments of early philosophy

like the passion Euripides manifests in his treatment of deity. It

is due to the baffled sense that both evil and good have their basis

of reality beyond the volition and also the insight of the individual.

^K'ichoinachean Ethics, Book III, Chap. V, 2, 4.

loWindelband, History of Philosophy, tr. Jas. H. Tufts, p. 191 f.
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In the primitive world-view which was their starting-point they

found individuals and peoples submerged in a cosmic evil, an "un-

cleanness' of shed blood and of passionate strife which issued from

the unseen world of gods and fates. The individual was merged

escapelessly in fated courses. Guilt might fall upon a man by acci-

dent and infect a city. It might centre upon a stick or a falling

stone, and these must be solemnly tried and if found guilty, carried

beyond the borders. Philosophers and dramatists as well as com-

mon men found a reality in these traditional attitudes not easily to

be shaken off. Why is it that this does not appear to the foremost

minds of classical Greece to be a silly superstition of savages? It

fixed itself upon courts of law down even to modern times. The
fact gives evidence that this early attitude of thought has some

ground in reality. Pericles and Protagoras debated through a

whole day as to whether, in a certain accident, a man or a spear was

the bearer of the guilt of bloodshed.^^ Plato's Lazvs provide for the

trial of animals and inanimate things and for their death or banish-

ment if found guilty.^- It become difficult to believe that the main

conceptions of early men arose from no real basis in human nature

but were superstitions, entirely adventitious, which prevented the

arrival of human intelligence at the simple notion of individual re-

sponsibility.

Early Greek science remained farther afield in the traditional

world-view than did the dramatists, who indeed were of a later day.

The early scientists interpreted polarity in nature—the "strife of

opposites"—as cases of evil—of the "uncleanness" of tradition.

They treated it, without figure, as a vendetta in nature, quite as

the Dionysian ritual treated the opposition between the gods of

the old and of the new year. A fragment from Anaxamander says,

"All things suffer retribution for their injustice to each other ac-

cording to the ordinance of time". Heraclitus views this strife of

opposites as the basis of the natural world. Quite in the spirit of

earliest human thought, moral evil is made a force of universal

scope, a cosmic principle. Only, reduced thus to a universal scien-

tific law, its moral aspect becomes thin, and disappears. The pre-

dominant notion of tradition, namely, the superindividual, super-

particular aspect of evil, was dominant also in the minds of these

i^Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, Vol. I, p. 446.

12873 f. See Westermarck, Op. Cit., Vol. I, Chap. X, for a full account

of the force of this idea down to modern times.
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thinkers. But in reducing' a moral attitude to a scientific principle,

they moved off the basis of tradition into the "Enlio;htcnment".

Socrates took another course. He clearly separated the natural

and ethical realms. But, true to the spirit of the "Enlightenment",

he conceived the good as a noetic form which the individual could

grasp and so achieve. He thus paved the way by which Aristotle

escaped from Greek tradition and reduced ethics to the realm of

individual volition. The social atomism in Aristotle's definition of

moral good and evil as precisely what the individual has power to

do or to avoid was a logical issue of the Greek Enlightenment.

But the dramatists present a separate development of ethical

ideas in which they do not move off the basis of tradition into the

abstract. They are concerned with the problem of "fate"—the

problem, that is, of the imposition of evil upon the individual. They

stand squarely with primitive traditions in general in attaching a

moral opprobrium—an intense sense of guilt—to the individual,

even under his superimposed evil. However the aspects of evil

which occupy the centre of the stage in Greek drama are always

such acts as common sense in our own day would call moral evil.

To be sure all traditions, such as the uncleanness of non-moral

breaches of taboo, are reflected in the plays but they never claim

the centre of interest. Sophocles, it is true, presents Oedipus, who
has fallen by an accident into patricide and incest, as Tra? avayvo?,

wholly polluted and full of guilt. But Sophocles stands nearest to

tradition. He is interested in painting nobility of character in the

face of traditional "sin". Aeschylus and Euripides however have

entirely humanized the content of tradition and correctly delimited

the field of ethics. The Center of their stage is always occupied by

moral evils in which individuals are involved, not accidentally but

by their own volition. But the evils are fated evils, larger than

themselves. In the Agamemnon of Aeschvlus. the "fury of the

house of Atridae" involves Clytemnestra in the slaying of Agamem-
non. In the sequel it involves Orestes in the mother murder.

The volition of each is escapelessly drawn into a concatenation of

evils forming a compact social unity in which every link is a neces-

sity though at the same time it involves the volition of an individual.

Euripides presents similar situations, only with broad political mean-

ings suggested. The present writer has pointed out in another

place^^ that the view of moral evil here presented is the same view

^'lutcrnational Journal of Ethics, Vol. 55, No. 1, Oct. 1924.
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which, with or without attempted explanation, has been held by

Hebrew and Christian tradition, by many great minds in widely dif-

ferent religious and secular circles,—Hebrew prophets, Greek dra-

matists, modern satirists, poets, and novelists, by one philosopher,

Immanuel Kant, and by occidental common sense entire. This view

differs from primitive man's conception only in that natural evil

and accident are excluded. The essential characteristic of the prim-

itive attitude is maintained—the superindividual qualitv of moral

evil. The concept, as social atomism will view it at least, con-

tinues to carry a contradiction at its heart. It is larger than any

individual and involves all individuals somewhere and sometime in

its stream. It is escapeless, yet every man is responsible for his

deeds. Just as the inwardness of moral good—the Word of the

Lord in the hearts of all the people—is conceived by Jeremiah as

the spirit of a new and lasting Israel, a religious and social force

focussed inwardly in each individual, so also the motive of evil,

taken up and willed by the individual is yet involved in a social set-

ting of evil which renders it inevitable. In this view of moral evil

which has persisted through all ages of history, what is essential to

the view of primitive man is unchangeably maintained. The in-

dividual is still the locus of moral evil focussing from beyond him.

Only now the line separating the moral from the physical universe

is clearly drawn and the locus of moral evil is identified with the

moral agent. The notion of individual responsibility has emerged

at the heart of a larger conception which long blocked its egress

and with which it appears to be wholly incompatible. But it is

maintained even in contradiction by a vigorous though baffled re-

action to things as they are.

What prevented this simple notion from issuing in the thought

of early men, though it is plainly evident in the behavior of lower

animals, may be clearly outlined. It is clear tbat there can be no

responsibility at all unless it gets its locus in the individual. But

philosophers have never been able to draw a distinct line except in

the abstract between the accountability of the individual and the

force arising out of the social miliou and impelling the individual.

Left in the abstract, Aristotle's analysis is clear and clearly defines

individual responsibility. The responsibility of the agent is limited

by ignorance of the matter, by physical compulsion and by psychical

coersion." But when he comes to cases, Aristotle is well aware that

"O/). at., Book III, Chap. I, esp. 10 and 11.
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no distinct line marks off the agent's responsibility. No distinct

line can be drawn between what was due to his own volition and

what was due to psychical coercion out; of his social milieu. It

becomes evident that these two form an intrinsic unity not to be di-

vided except by violence. The immediate agent must then be con-

ceived as the locus of a responsibility that is wider than his own
volition. It finds other secondary loci in less immediate agents.

Their combined responsibility is manifest as merged into an es-

sential unity. It extends to the limits of the immediate agent's so-

cial milieu. It unites in an intrinsic whole incalculably many indi-

vidual responsibilities. What can be imputed to the immediate

agent can only be roughly assessed for purposes of judicial usage of

him.

Since this is so it becomes clear that individual responsibility,

taken as such and by itself, is not the test of ethical situations. What
is fundamental to ethics is a conception of responsibility which is

other than but inclusive of individual responsibility. This fact

taken at its full value would have wide bearing upon ethical theory.

Among other things it would vitiate the usual method of investigat-

ing moral origins and development. Might it not be that the full

quality and passion of an ethical situation might attach to the sense

of group responsibility, while yet the part of the immediate agent

among the other parts of this intrinsic whole was felt only in the

vaguest way?

It may be stated with some degree of confidence then, that the

process of moral advance has not been one of adding moral elements

to a primitively non-moral world-view. It has been that, rather, of

eliminating non-moral elements through an analysis brought by

experience to the content of religion. This fact may be best illus-

trated by a brief outline of this process of moral advance as it ac-

tually occurred in Hebrew history. Here, by a remarkable social

experience, incompatible and adventitious elements were eliminated

and an adequate conception of the suniuuun honnm was achieved.

The iniah clohini is the primitive theoplasm, the source of all

power, both of good and of evil.^'' W\t\\ certain tribes it w^as cen-

tred in Jahweh. Moses who is the founder of Jahwism, experienced

a profound social passion for his people enslaved in Egypt. He
attributed this social passion to Jahweh. He conceived himself as

i^Kautsch. Hasting's Bible Dictionary, Vol. V, p. 667a. Gershenson, The
Key to Faith, tr. Herman Frank, p. 124 f.
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the vicegerent of God not as a conqueror but as the Hberator of a slave

people. He considered social justice to be the outstanding character-

istic of his god, Jahweh. The ruah Jahzveh became the source, no

longer of both good and evil, but of good alone. There gradually

developed in the prophetic succession a clear insight into the in-

compatibility of magic practices with the social justice that character-

ized Jahweh. When the nation relied upon ritual rather than upon

righteousness, ritual also was denounced by the prophets. The end

in view was a society based in righteousness—the people of Jahweh.

Jeremiah finally saw that the national responsibility could not be

mediated through kings and priests. That method was proved a

failure by the events leading up to the exile. He conceived of the

social responsibility and the authority of Jahweh as being localized

in the inward nature of the individual people themselves. The law

of God was written in the hearts of the people. Moreover the con-

ception of the supreme good, thus made inward, is also made hu-

manity-wide. In the Deutero-Isaiah, all the nations of the world are

to be brought into a harmonious society. The ruah clohhn, the

primitive theoplasm, has been cleansed of adventitious elements and

has become at once inward and universal through the discovery by

Moses of its profoundly social nature.

That this social nature was, from the earliest times, powerfully

if vaguely felt to lie in the primitive theoplasm or mana is strongly

suggested in several primitive notions. The human being as such,

and especially the human being in need, has a special power over

the religious dread of early races. Though warriors rightly

slaughtered their tribal foes ; though any "outlandish" person was

often, as such, a fit object for hate and slaughter; yet the shed

blood, even of an enemy, was an uncleanness that required in some

cases months of cleansing ritual. Again, the greatest sin of early

times was the neglect of the guest. The stranger, as though merely

by virtue of his humanity, had a powerful claim upon primitive men.

That this claim had its sanction in superstition, and that when it was

fulfilled, the host might follow and rob his former guest, does not

lessen but rather deepens the significance of the fact ; since thus

forces are presented which would have submerged hospitality, if it

had had its basis in mere accident and not in human nature itself.

Besides these facts there is the superior potency of the curses of

the poor and needy. The fundamentally social nature of the original
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theoplasm of primitive conception is thus strongly suggested ; and,

in the conception of the Kingdom of God issuing from Hehrew tra-

dition, it may be said that the primitive world-view had only at-

tained clearness and eliminated extraneous matters in the course of

its development from pre-J\Iosiac religion to the religion of Jesus.

We affirm then with some confidence that the group conscious-

ness of early man was a genuine moral consciousness and his sense

of group responsibility had genuine moral force. The truly en-

lightened moral consciousness will not find the concept of individual

responsibility to be the nub of ethics. The ground of ethics lies

rather in a passion that reprobates moral evil and delights in moral

good without any immediate reference to individuals. It affirms,

for instance, that the Great War ought not to have been and there-

fore somehow might have been avoided by mankind, without plac-

ing passionate measures of responsibility on individuals and special

groups. As we have said, roughly to assess individual responsibility

in things past, has its judicial use. But responsibility finds its com-

plete meaning only in its forward looking aspect, where some large

social purpose renders each individual a locus of a common respon-

sibility, each locus dififering from others according to the differing

powers and opportunities of individuals. Individual responsibility

is an organic element in social responsibility.

We can merely suggest in conclusion what can be developed

only in another place—that this view of the imposition of good and

evil upon the individual and, at the same time, his personal in-

volvement in the one and responsibility for the other can be ex-

plained only by taking at its face value the saying of Aristotle that

man is a political, i. e., a social animal, by following it to its logical

conclusion and making it the working hypothesis of both psychology

and ethics. The hypothesis that sociality is in its essence an acquired

matter will not fit the case, if the common sense view of moral evil,

supported by the weight of great but non-metaphysical minds is not

to be explained away; and especially if it bear the relation we have

suggested to the primitive tradition. We are compelled to conceive

of man, not, indeed, as "having a social instinct", but rather, we
suggest, as having all the original impulses of his nature centered

about a gregarious drive in an innate system whose connections

may be weaker or stronger in dififerent individuals and weakened

or strengthened by education in different social circles. Those
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who find real force in the present tendency to view all innate drives,

at least all human innate drives, as general without anything speci-

fic in their object-quest, may be reminded that a gregarious drive

will have the general nature of the species in question. Only, any

member of this species to which the organism itself belongs serves

to awaken the gregarious drive into operation, or any species cry,

or other sign, whose mechanism will be innately connected with the

neural basis of the drive.

That the instincts are, from the dawn of human existence, an

innate system, calling for an integrated humanity for its final satis-

faction, suggests that reason may be conceived, not as an "instru-

ment of the instincts", but as itself knit into this open system of

drives as its object-finding or perceptual end, perceiving not only

objects but also objective relations, which are taken up as they are

perceived to parallel relations subjectively realized in the innate

system of impulses and emotions.



THE LABOR SYSTEM OF GENERAL BANKS—A LOST
EPISODE OF CIVIL WAR HISTORY

BY CHARLES KASSEL

THE last three installments of the biography of Edwin Miller

Wheelock, as published in the March and November issues,

1926, and the April issue, 1927, of the Open Court, dealt with the

problems of negro labor and education in the Department of the

Gulf, as those problems confronted the NortTiern conquerors after

the fall of New Orleans. Before the brillant victory of Farragut

the contact of the Northern armies with the slave population had

been casual and quite superficial, and the abolitionist, wielding pen

or voice from desk or platform, could paint in whatever colors he

chose the pictures of slave life, and might deride contemptuously,

as merely pretended, the fears of the Southern people as to the

consequences of wholesale emancipation. The conquest of New
Orleans, carrying an intimate touch for the first time with planta-

tion labor, revealed the problem in its naked proportions.

The abolitionist, with a passionate hatred of slavery, and with-

out first hand knowledge of life in the South, idealized the negro,

just as John Brown had done, and was blind to the racial defects

which made manumission on a grand scale so perilous a thing.

Like all reformers, the proponent of sweeping emancipation beheld

merely the great iniquity. He saw rightly from the first that only

through a purging from that gigantic taint could the republic en-

dure. The towering evils which should themselves follow in the

wake of such a change, and which were to tax the wisdom and

patience of the most powerful minds, the crusading reformer did

not see.

It is no matter for marvel that when the accident of war brought
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under federal control the rich lands of the ]\Iississippi, with scores

of thousands of plantation laborers, the difficulties which at once

arose should have staggered the military commanders, nor need we
wonder that any practical remedy should have evoked a cry from

abolitionist circles against a fresh thraldom for the newly-liberated

slaves. The amazing consideration is that the startling episode,

freighted with human interest as it was and forming a highly curi-

ous transaction in the story of negro emancipation in America,

should have come into existence and vanished with so slight a

record in the accepted histories.

It was perhaps the short life of the controversy—furious though

it was while it lasted—that accounts for the slender trace it left.

If so, the very personality of its obscure historian is responsible for

the oblivion the incident has suffered. Had the agitation been

longer-lived it would surely have won for itself a signal page in the

chronicles of the great conflict. Happily for the prestige of the

Northern captains, but unfortunately for his own justly-merited

renown, the word of Edwin ']\liller Wheelock served to calm the

storm at its height and before its angry reverberations could leave

an adequate echo in history.

From the beginning of the war the negro problem had been a

veritable specter and it is not surprising that the course of the

government with regard to the status of the negro should have

reflected the vacillation of feeling and purpose which the adminis-

tration underwent as the war progressed.

As early as May, 1861. Gen. Butler had suggested the applica-

tion of the rules of contraband to the fugitive slaves, but congress

decided in August that all slaves confiscated should be held subject

to the decision of the United States courts. In April, 1862, Gen.

Hunter, at Hilton Head, South Carolina, had taken the authority

to proclaim that all slaves in his department were "forever free",

but a week later the proclamation was annulled by the President.

It was only on July 22, 1862, that the national commanders were

ordered to employ as many negroes "as could be advantageously

used for military and naval purposes, paying them for their labor

and keeping a record as to their ownership as a basis upon which

compensation could be made in proper cases", and in September

following, the preliminary proclamation of emancipation appeared.

At New Orleans, General Butler had wrestled with the negro
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problem early in his regime. The instructions which Butler had

received from McClellan were silent upon the subject, but on

leaving ^^^ashington, as we learn from Parton's General Butler at

Nezv Orleans, page 491, he had been verbally informed by the Pres-

ident that "while the Government was not } et prepared to announce

a negro policy they were anxiously considering the cpiestion and

hoped before long to arrive at conclusions and that meanwhile he

must 'get along' with the negro question the best way he could."

Getting along with such a problem was, however, something easier

said than done. A new article of war forbad the return of the

fugitive negroes to their masters, and as the action of the President

in the case of Gen. Hunter's proclamation had shown that the

administration was not ready for emancipation, all avenue of escape

from the difficulty by that method was closed. The act of Congress

of July 22nd authorizing the employment of negro laborers in the

public service afl^orded some^ though very limited, relief, but be-

yond that all things, so far as the negro was concerned, drifted

helplessly.

Of the population of Louisiana, amounting to some 600,000,

there was before the war, w^e read at page 489 of Parton's book, a

slight excess of whites over blacks, but when the Union armies

landed at New Orleans there was a slave in the state to every white

person and many of the parishes contained twice, and a few four

times, as many slaves as whites. '"The marching of a Union col-

umn into one of these sugar parishes", remarks that writer, "was

like thrusting a walking stick into an ant-hill—the negroes swarmed

about the troops, every soldier's gun and knapsack being carried

by a black man exulting in the service". The population of New
Orleans was about 150,000 of whom 18,000 were slaves and 10,000

free colored. Into the lines, even before the removal of Butler,

the negro refugees were pouring by hundreds and thousands, until,

as appears from pages 231, 521 and 526 of Parton's interesting ac-

count, some ten thousand had gathered in New Orleans alone

and rations were being issued to the fugitives in double the amount

recjuired by all of Butler's troops. Many of the plantations along

the river from New Orleans to Natchez were wdiolly deserted and

the negroes remained in their huts idle and destitute wdiile great

numbers gathered about the various posts and camps beyond the

city.
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It was a vastly different problem which confronted the federal

commanders from that which the same situation would present in

our own day when education and the experiences of freedom have

served to bestow upon the negro a measure of initiative and self-

dependence. The black population, cut loose from its plantation

moorings, and drifting with the current toward the federal posts,

was an inert mass, growing constantly more unmanageable. Let

the curious reader consult here, as he did, perhaps, in connection

with the siege of Port Hudson, the Photographic History of the

Ciznl War, where, now and then, we get an intimate glimpse of the

negro life of the time. Let him scan closely, for example, page 273

of volume 3, showing the negroes following in the wake of Sher-

man's Army—trains of canvas-covered wagons bursting- full with

blacks of both sexes and all sizes; page 319, volume 5—negro refu-

gees with their household goods upon the canal at Richmond
;
page

312 of volume 2—negroes on horseback following Pope's retreat;

page 180 of volume 9—"contrabands" serving as teamsters in the

Union army. It is apparent from the heavy features, where the

faces are visible, that a very primitive type of human being is be-

fore us—one where intelligence is in inverse proportion to voracity,

and the nomadic instinct of the prime is plainly evidenced. It is

pleasing, indeed, to find a picture such as that at page 183, of vol-

ume 9, showing a Mississippi plantation with the darkies gathered

together to relieve by social contact the tedium of their environ-

ment in war time and to recall that not all the blacks had thronged

the army posts and that there must have been a farm-stead here

and there where something like the normal life of the time before

the war was kept up.

When in October, 1862, Butler determined to take the responsi-

bility of working the refugees on behalf of the L^nited States on

the abandoned plantations, difficulties of a new kind began, although

the storm broke not upon his own but upon the head of his humane
successor who took up the plan and evolved from it his own solu-

tion of the labor problem. The refusal of one of Butler's favorite

Generals, J. W. Phelps, an extreme abolitionist, to co-operate was

the first whiff of a whirlwind destined to reach cyclonic propor-

tions and was typical of an attitude which became quite common
at the North. "I am willing to prepare African regiments for the

defense of the Government against its assailants", Phelps declared
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with an insubordination which under other circumstances would

have been severely disciplined, but I am not willing to become the

mere slave-driver which you propose".

The kindly suasion with which Butler undertook to overcome

the scruples of his subordinate availed nothing against the fanati-

cal devotion of Phelps to a fixed idea, and this imperviousness of

the reformer to considerations of a merely practical nature was

reflected in the avalanche of criticism that came down upon Banks

when on February 3, 1864, he promulgated his carefully worded

general Order Xo. 23 creating a labor system for the negro refu-

gees in his department. "Xo sooner had General Banks issued

his regulation for the employment of the plantation laborers", we
read in the Christian Examiner for January-May, 1865, page 383,

when it was denounced without hesitation to be a "system of serf-

dom" and "slaver}- under another form". These criticisms, the

article continued, were made in advance of an actual trial of the

system and represented an interpretation of the order by persons

two thousand miles from the scene and who were without the re-

motest knowledge from personal observation of the condition of

things it was intended to remedy. Xonetheless, as we read, "this

judgment, passed thus promptly without qualification, has been

very generally accepted as a matter of course and it is the prevail-

ing opinion in England, assumed by writers of all variety of sen-

timent from 'The Times' to Mr. F. W. Xewman, that General

Banks has established, and President Lincoln acquiesced in, a sys-

tem of serfdom or practical slavery in our southwestern states".

Wendell Phillips, the intimate associate of Garrison, and the

most fiery and eloquent of the abolitionist crusaders before the

war, denounced in the bitterest terms the whole system as instituted

by the commanding general, and his language as quoted in the

Christian Examiner of the issue referred to, discovers his prejudice

and narrow view. "General Banks' liberty for the negro is no

right to fix his own wages ; no right to choose his toil, practically

no right ; any difference between the employer and the employed

tried by a provost marshal and not by a jury".

The fury of Xorthern opinion reached the stage where argu-

ment seemed impossible. "Many of our friends at the North",

wrote Maj. Plumly on September 6. 1864, as the letter appears in

the Liberator of September 23rd. "seem possessed by some spirit
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of hostility to whatever we do in this Department", adding that

General Banks had not issued an order in reference to the negro

without consulting him; and under date of November 11, 1864,

we read in the Liberator of a lecture by General Banks himself in

defense of his actions.

It might have seemed that a few months would suffice to still

the storm of rage and vituperation, but the contrary appears to

have been the case, for we find on February 24, 1865, a letter from

General Banks to Garrison replying at length to the unreasoning

censure of which he had been the victim. When he found, he re-

marks in this letter, thousands of negroes being supported out of

the commissary, he took the problem in hand and on January 20,

1863, began the work of compelling the fugitives to work for com-

pensation, and for the protection of the laborers employed colored

men of education to visit the plantations, and he adds

:

"The abuses they reported were immediately cor-

rected by orders issued from my headquarters. Sub-

sequently I employed Rev. Mr. Hepworth, Chaplain

of one of the Boston regiments, and Rev. E. M.

Wheelock, commissioning them as lieutenants in Corps

D'Afrique that they might have official authority to

visit and investigate the conditions and treatment of

the negroes. Their reports were full and their rec-

ommendations immediately put into execution. Mr.

Hepworth is in Boston and Mr. Wheelock in New
Orleans. I have written both gentlemen to communi-

cate with you upon the subject without suggesting

that you desired information".

No word, as far as the present writer has been able to find,

ever came from Hepworth, whose knowledge indeed was limited

to the early months of the experiment, but from the hand of our

minister there appeared in the Liberator on March 3, 1865, a letter

to Garrison so noble in phrase and so elevated in tone, and which

in its results proved so effective that we yield to the temptation of

quoting the communication in full. It was by far the most impor-

tant contribution of the time to a subject which the editor of the

Christian Exaniiner, in the pages from which we have copied, ranked

with Reconstruction as "the great sociaT questions of the country

at the present time".
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It was that letter, extensively quoted by the Examiner and else-

where often referred to, which finally soothed the angry passions

of blindly zealous reformers. It was the utterance of one who had

in the most trying hour given ample proof of his courage and his

strength of conviction, and his signature was an all-sufficient token

that the statement could be accepted as authoritative and as pre-

cluding further controversy.

"Banks vindicated by John Brown abolitionist" announced the

Liberator in conspicuous fashion, and followed the announcement

with the letter verbatim.

"Xew Orleans, February 8, 1865.

My dear Mr. Garrison

:

"You will doubtless remember me as a contributor

to the Liberator prior to the \\'ar and while I was set-

tled in Dover, Xew Hampshire, as minister of the

Unitarian Society of that town.

"In the winter of 1862 I accompanied the "Banks

Expedition" to Louisiana, acting as chaplain to a

New Hampshire regiment. Being an abolitionist in

every globule of my blood my sympathies became

deeply stirred b\' the suft'erings of the colored people

here. Thev were in a forlorn condition. They were

feeling all the ills that inevitably attend the violent

disruption of a settled social condition without tast-

ing the corresponding good.

"The emancipation proclamation of the President

had in express terms exempted these people from its

scope and the Military Commander of the Department

was left without power to declare them free. At the

same time the mere presence of the army had strangled

the internal force of slavery and arrested the action

of its black code. The old system was in its death-

throes and the new not yet born. The rod of slavery-

was broken but the reign of liberty not yet begun.

"On scores of plantations labor was wholly sus-

pended; and the laborers in hundreds, with their

wives and little ones, had gathered around the forts

and soldiers' camps. There they earned a precarious
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living by such uncertain and intermittent employment

as they might find ; the men as servants, hostlers,

camp-followers and hangers-on—their wives as cooks,

wash women, etc.

"Hunger, cold, fever and small pox were carrying

off the children at a fearful rate of mortality. The

morals of the men were being undermined by idleness

and evil example and the modesty of the women de-

bauched by contact with all that is debasing in military

life. From month to month their numbers visibly de-

creased and it really seemed as though the Southern

Negro, like the Indian, the Caffre, the Carib and the

Australian would become extinct before the rude

shock of war and the corrosive venom of our vices.

"The slave in Louisiana had become free de facto

and in a qualified sense ; but, alas ! his freedom only

meant the power to become idle, to become immoral,

to sicken and to die.

"Major General Banks decided to deal with this

immense evil. He sought to ascertain and carry out

the freedman's own wishes for himself and his little

ones. After much consultation and thought he decreed

a new order of things, entitled 'The Free Labor Sys-

tem'. It was a contract between the planter and the

government, the latter representing the interests of

the negro. It was a temporary arrangement, renew-

able from year to year, and intended to bridge over

this chaotic period of transition which threatened to

absorb the colored race like a quicksand.

"By its terms the planter, in whose hands centered

the entire agricultural welfare of the State, obtained

a single concession—the labor needed to carry on his

plantation, pay his taxes and secure his crop. In

all things else he was shorn of his ancient masterful

privileges, and onerous duties laid upon him instead.

He was required to furnish to the able-bodied laborer

a house to live in for himself and all the members

of his household, an acre of land to cultivate on his

own private account, together with food, clothing.
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fuel, medical attendance and eight dollars a month in

money. The use of the whip, and all cruel and un-

usual punishments were forbidden ; his seigneurial

rights were entirely swept away and his absolute au-

thority reduced to a degree corresponding with that of

an employer over his hired workmen.

"The magisterial and punishing power was vested

exclusively in the Provost Marshall who, as repre-

sentative of the government in a parish or county,

decided all questions between employer and employed.

The laborer was permitted to choose his employer

;

but the choice once made he was required to w^ork

faithfully for one year under the protection of the

government. Free instruction was promised to his

children ; and the quiet possession of his Sunday as

a day of rest (a boon unknown to slavery) was guar-

anteed. Idleness and vagrancy were to be suppressed

by forfeiture of pay and such punishments as are

provided for similar offenses in the army regulations.

Bad faith on the employer's part was to be punished

by fine, imprisonment and loss of estate.

"Such were the main features of the Free Labor

System which it w'as hoped would supersede the lin-

gering remnants of chattel slaver_\- on the one hand

and on the other the idleness, misery and vice with

which the Department was filled.

"Xow coming, as I did, fresh from a long disci-

pline under your faithful ministry of humanity and

righteousness, I could easily see that this system fell

short of ideal justice to the negro. He it was wdiose

unpaid toil had cleared and drained from forest and

swamp those mile-long cane fields of more than Egyp-

tian fertility. He it was who beyond all question stood

forth as the eminently and absolutely loyal man.

"Up and down the river stretched vast plantations

whose owners had become rebel ^lajors and Briga-

diers. To have divided them into hundred acre farms

—to each black household a farm in fee simple—this

would have been but the requital. They had earned
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it by the patient toil of one hundred and eighty years

and as the reward of being faithful found among
the faithless.

"A statesman's duty is measured by his power.

When he finds it not possible to do the best thing

he must do the best thing possible. To succeed he

must move with events, not outrun them.

"At that time, under those circumstances, the La-

bor System zvas the best thing possible. Its scope

was equal to the exigencies of the occasion and in

its features were happily blended philanthropic pur-

pose with those steps of gradation, that slow labor of

years and mediation of time, which are the conditions

of its practical embodiment.

"With these views I accepted the following ap-

pointment :

"Chaplain E. M. Wheelock is hereby detailed as

one of the Superintendents of Negro Education and

Labor in this Department. He will visit plantations

and jails and correct and report upon all irregularities

and abuses of the Labor System coming under his

notice. From time to time he will report to the Gen-

eral Commanding. He will be obeyed and respected

accordingly.

N. P. BANKS,
M. G. C."

"In company with Rev. G. H. Hepworth, of your

city, then an army chaplain, I began at once my
work. From the forts near the River Mouth to Baton

Rouge, a distance of nearly two hundred and fifty

miles^ we visited nearly all the important plantations

on each side of the River.

"By personal and minute inspection, continuing

over a period of many months, I made myself ac-

quainted with the workings of the Labor System, the

needs of the negro and the varying attitudes and

moods of the planter and overseer.

"At first there was much disorder. The system

found no advocates outside of the friends of the gov-
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ernment. Many of the planters, especially of French

and Spanish extraction, were wedded to the past and

did not comprehend the Revolution. Although accept-

ing perforce the conditions of the Free Labor Sys-

tem they wished for its failure and hated its humane

restraints. They issued to their laborers scanty ra-

tions, treated them with churlish unkindness, paid

their wages irregularly and made unjust deductions

therefrom ; and employed overseers notorious in the

old times for their cruelty, who had forgotten nothing

and who had learned nothing, and whose single ex-

pedient in every difficulty was a resort to the ancient

method of discipline—the whip, the chain and the

stocks.

"In some districts we found jails filled with ne-

groes maliciously imprisoned and against whom no

charge whatever could be found on the prison books.

In other places the Provost Marshals had been

bought or bribed and from being the protector of the

negro had become his tyrant and terror.

"These disorders and abuses were speedily report-

ed to the Commanding General and as swiftly rem-

edied. The prisoners unjustly held were released;

the sinning overseer dismissed from every employ-

ment or imprisoned; the Marshal who had disgraced

his uniform was removed, and the oftending planter

heavily fined or even deprived of his plantation.

"Said the General to me, Tf any planter, after

due warning, persists in mutiny against these just re-

straints, I will remove his laborers and strip his plan-

tation as bare as the palm of my hand'. This was

done in more than one instance and with the best

moral effect. The negroes themselves, wearied with

herding together in discomfort, idleness and starva-

tion, everywhere accepting with gratitude the new
order of things, returned to their homes, ready to

render faithful service for wages. For by a sort of

divine instinct these poor creatures comprehended
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that in this matter the miUtary power was their saviour

and friend.

"Order was gradually brought out of chaos, aban-

doned soil was retilled and new capital and new pro-

prietorship took the place of the old. The most

intelligent and honorable of the planters, many of

whom had long questioned both the wisdom and econ-

omy of slave labor, accepted frankly the new idea,

kept in good faith its conditions and found that just

treatment and prompt pay furnished all the incentive

needed by their workmen in order to raise and gather

their crops.

"At the end of the year 1863 I was enabled to re-

port that the law of God was still in force, and that

the system which in the midst of the war, and in the

heart of a slave-holding community, proposed to sub-

stitute paid labor for unpaid, and justice for violence,

was a success on the Delta of Louisiana. I am not

an enthusiast but I thanked God I was able to say so

much.

"The new year of 1864 smiled upon our labors.

The experience of the last twelve months had served

to correct errors and to strengthen Liberty and Prog-

ress in every weak point. The machinery of the sys-

tem had become well adjusted and in working order.

A Bureau of Free Labor was established. Here com-

plaints were heard, wrongs righted, fair dealing en-

forced and a complete registry of all the Freedmen

made.

"Aleanwhile, a great moral change was passing

over the state. A sense of permanence, unknown be-

fore, was attaching itself to the Federal arms, and au-

thority, and daily many souls were born again. The

old things were passing away and all things becoming

new. The incorrigible portion of the planting interest

had been disposed of ; the great majority had learned

gracefully to accept the inevitable, while the brains

of the state had been with us from the first.

"In 1863, this community, throbbing with volcanic

passions of Slavery and Faction, were against us in
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this grand test of the apphcabihty of Free Labor; a

twelve month later, and this same community, cooled,

repentant, wearied of the war and its burdens, and

sinking under the loss of their sons, their fortunes and

their hopes, were with us ; and in morals as in battle

success marches with the heaviest battalions.

"Now, too, the promise of free schools for the col-

ored people began to be fulfilled and education fol-

lowed in the footsteps of Liberty. In the latter part

of March, 1864, General Order 38 was issued consti-

tuting a Board of Education, whereof Major B. Rush

Plumly was Chairman, empowered to employ teachers

and establish and conduct common schools for the

rudimentary instruction of the Freedmen of this De-

partment.

"The success of ]\Iajor Plumly has been a wonder

even to the most hopeful of his friends. In the face

of every obstacle the good work has gone on, until

ninety-eight schools, amply supplied with school fur-

niture, and the best textbooks of the North, have been

established ; with an attendance of upwards of eleven

thousand pupils and with night scliools and Sunday

schools dispensing instruction to twenty-two hundred

laboring adults. At the end of another twelve months

there will be more white men than black men in Lou-

isiana unable to read and write.

"Where else in the bloody passage of this war

can such benign results be shown? Was there ever

so much gained in so short a time? The anti-slavery

seed sown by your hand in apostolic faith through so

many weary, waiting years has grown to a golden

harvest here and has become the bread of life to our

free and toiling thousands.

'Tn January, 1863, these people were congregated

in herds within our lines and around our military

posts; the old, the young and the women living to-

gether in little huts, in unhealthy localities, with noth-

ing to do and no comforts when ill, contracting the

most vicious habits and dying in frightful numbers.

They produced nothing. They were a contamination

47
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to the troops and a heavy expense to the government.

The conservative pointed to them as a proof that the

negro was fitted only to be a slave, while many true

men said with a sigh 'it is perhaps necessary that this

generation should perish amid the throes and pangs of

the Revolution and only their children reap the distant

promised good'.

"Now these people are quite thrifty, the laborers

doing better as to wages than farm hands at the North.

They are no longer benighted, torn by the whip, mu-

tilated and sold. The dark days are past. They have

redress for their grievances, pay for their services and

schools for their children. They know that they are

no longer chattels. They have their homes where they

may earn their daily bread. They have their families

about them whom no man can abuse or sell. They

stand as equals of their former masters before the

law ; they are enrolled in the militia with the whites

and their testimony is received in courts of justice.

From things counted at so much per head they have

grown into the likeness of men who know and dare

maintain their rights.

"They are rapidly rising in the social scale and

learning their own power and worth. They are mov-

ing, and that not tardily, on the straight line to the

goal of all their rights. Already, in our state legisla-

ture, vigorous effort is being made to extend the fran-

chise to those of the colored race who pay taxes, who

have fought for their country or who shall be quali-

fied by educational fitness to vote. This measure will

pass the legislature, and become a law ; then each

minor question can take care of itself.

"In speaking thus of the results of the Labor Sys-

tem of General Banks I have said nothing but what

I know. I have had every opportunity of judging of

its merits, and I have presented the facts which my
long and varied experience has enabled me to gather.

"Some one has said that it required more genius

and capacity to govern the single commonwealth of

England in the time of Cromwell than would be need-
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ed to control all Europe now. So I think that in all

our land there has been no such trying and difficult

field for the statesman to regulate and subject to rule

as this.

"I iJihik the policy of General Banks n'ith respect

to tl:e Southern negro has been dictated by profound

wisdom. Considering the peculiar population here,

the mixture of elements, the pro-slavery tone of much

of our army and the hesitating policy of the Central

Government in 1862^ a better system could not have

been devised. The present generation is too near the

successive waves of this great movement to give to

each its true grandeur and prominence. But history

will do both the events and the actors justice.

"We have been waging a tremendous war for the

Freedman here—a war in which the bullet, the pen,

the mind, the heart, the spelling book and the Bible

have all been engaged. By the grace of God we have

gained the day. The tide of freedom rears its flood.

The Freedman in Louisiana has won or is fast win-

ning all his rights. He already shares our civilization;

he will soon share our political equality and the fran-

chise of a citizen.

"With sincerest regards,

E. M. Wheelock,

Secretary of Board of

Education for Freedman,

Department of the Gulf".

In the same issue an editorial appeared in which the attention

of the readers of the Liberator was called to the letter of our min-

ister and where its author was referred to as "a John Brown aboli-

tionist whose interest in the rights of the colored freedman of Lou-

isiana none who know him will ciuestion" and his words are spoken

of as "a vindication of General Banks from imputations cast upon

him, showing him to have acted with consummate judgment and

good sense and great kindness and humanity in his free labor and

educational efforts".

There could be no reply to a statement so indubitably sane, so

obviously just, so plainly accurate as that which had come from
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the eloquent pen of the Dover minister. As its sentences, freighted

with manifest truth and fine feeling, stirred the thought of readers

the last gasp of criticism died upon the lips. No abolitionist had

forgotten the great sermon upon John Brown—that sermon which

had with such remarkable forevision predicted the new epoch in

American history ; none could forget that the prophetic young min-

ister, caught in the passion of the movement, had given up the

quiet of clerical and family life for the hazards and discomforts

of a soldier's career; and certainly the readers of the Liberator

could not but feel—and it was from the readers of the Liberator

that the criticism and opposition had come—that if what General

Banks had done was not the best it was at least, in the language

of the author of the letter, the best possible.

It is not unfitting that we should find in the life of William

Lloyd Garrison, written by his children and published by the Cen-

tury Company, an acknowledgment of the influence which our min-

ister exercised in conjunction with Major Plumly in persuading

Garrison that the torrent of abuse which General Banks had en-

dured was wholly unmerited, and we cannot do better than close

this chapter with a quotation of this passage in full as it appears

in volume 4, page 122, note 1

:

"Another indictment constantly reiterated against

Mr. Lincoln was his assent to the Labor System estab-

• lished by General Banks in Louisiana, who was ac-

cused of having forced the freedmen back under their

old masters and reduced them to a state of serfdom

scarcely better than slavery. Mr. Garrison refused to

accept those assertions until he could investigate the

matter and it subsequently appeared that they were al-

together unjust and exaggerated. The labor system

which insured employment at fair wages to the men

and provision and shelter for their families, saved

hundreds from demoralization and death which deci-

mated them when they swarmed about the Union

camps, and the educational system which went hand

in hand with it gave instruction to more than eleven

thousand children. Both departments were under the

charge of radical abolitionists and friends of Mr. Gar-

rison, Major B. Rush Plumly of Philadelphia and

Rev. Edwin M. Wheelock of New Hampshire".



CONVICTIONS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN

BY F. LINCOLN HUTCHINS

I^^'AS but thirteen years of age when my attention was first at-

tracted to metaphysics. One day our grammar-school teacher

startled the scholars by the statement : "There is nothing new under

the sun." This was astonishing coming as it did when we still held

in memory that surprisingly new thing, a horseless carriage, a high-

wheeled buggy propelled by steam, that had passed the school yard

during a recess some years previously ; so we sat up and took notice

as the teacher went on to instance many things known to the an-

cients, which had been lost, of which some few had been recently

re-discovered. We considered that teacher an oracle, because he

bore upon his forearm an elaborate sailor design tattooed in India

ink which indicated travel in foreign lands ; also because he was

studying law. He was later admitted to the Massachusetts bar and

a few years later shot himself. I wonder if it was because he found

nothing new in life that he committed suicide.

I have a verv vivid recollection of going home from school that

memorable day, throwing myself down upon the grassy bank en-

circling the small pond upon my father's place, a pond that was

vocal with: "You'd better go home!" or "Paddy got drunk!" And

full of slim, green, young frogs among whom I had often been pre-

cipitated from a hastily prepared raft. As I lay there looking up

into the cloudless blue there kept ringing: "There is nothing new

under the sun!" If that was true then I must always have been,

but how and where? How came I to be in my present form? What

was I born for?

During the sixty-three years that have since passed, in spite of

all distractions and strenuous efforts to make a living, these ques-
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tions have been uppermost with me. I have eagerly sought and ab-

sorbed ever}^ scientific fact as it was discovered, and the past

fifty years have been remarkably full of them, with the result of

vitally altering the conceptions of men. I have also read everything

that I could get hold of regarding the theories of the mysteries of

Nature and God ; particularly those of past ages which have been

widely accepted; considering them all without prejudice or pre-

dilections, and have finally arrived at conclusions that banish all

mystery and give a clear understanding of the simple and natural

steps through which the universe and the human race have reached

their present status. Each new discovery in the sciences that has

occurred during the last ten years has strengthened, clarified and

added additional proof to those convictions.

Scientists have quite recently come into virtual agreement as to

the electron being the smallest particle of matter, yet it has been

proved to be the basis upon which all material forms rest. The fact

that the chemical elements are altered by the addition or subtraction

of electrons proves that all forms, the gaseous, fluid and solid, are

but dififerent combinations of positive and negative electrons. The

basis of this fundamental element is the imponderable quality, known

as energy, the conservation of which is one proof of the attribute

w.e call immortality. The genesis and content of the electron still

remains in the field of theory and conjecture.

Physicists have demonstrated the existence of other universal,

imponderable qualities, such as order, rhythm, harmony, affinity,

and repulsion, with a relativity common to them all.

I have the conviction that material forms were evolved to make
possible the manifestation of these imponderable qualities, moreover,

that the only real, eternal objects in the cosmos are these qualities

of the Supreme Essence, together with others that we know not of.

It is demonstrable that only through manifestation of those elements

was it possible for them to have developed to the extent they have

now attained or have been apprehended. All of our knowledge

comes through observation of manifestations, nothing can be really

known except through stimulations from material objects, although

a synthesis of such sensations may enable man to form abstract con-

ceptions that mav approximate truth. From the phenomena of the

physical universe we obtain all the facts of the physical sciences

;

from inferences are deduced the imponderable qualities that are as

eternal as energy\ as imponderable as the ether, as persistent as life,
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as orderly as the movements of the planets, as consistent as theorems

in mathematics, as esthetic as beauty in form and color, as just and

impartial as nature's laws, as courageous as a lioness defending her

whelps, as loving as a mother to her babe, as repulsive to distortion

or over-dominance of any one quality as are negative and positive

electrons, as universal as the urge to manifest the inner nature which

is evident in all material forms.

Because of this urge to manifest, the electron was sent whirling

into the void. Because there were other qualities than energy to

be manifested, combinations of electrons were evoked and inanimate

forms were produced. Through endless friction coarser forms were

refined or sublimated until some of the particles became susceptible

to irritation from objects in the environment and life began. After

other ages had done their work under the stress of the fundamental

urges, the algae appeared, then the fishes, plants, amphibians, rep-

tiles, birds, mammals and the human race. During all of this pro-

gression there was a gradual gain in capacity to manifest the im-

ponderable qualities ; for those forms which were unsuited to ad-

vance or maintain this progression were ruthlessly exterminated,

while the somewhat defective were driven to slough off impediments

by sufifering punishments for the evils that followed their imper-

fections. Such development was necessary for the evolving of better

instruments for apprehending and manifesting higher qualities. In

the human form we can understand this progress from the first

simple results, only a shade above the brutes, to the sensibility of

the most highly endowed individual who is sensitive to the finer im-

pulses of the imponderable qualities ; and the end is not yet. No
limit can be set to the further improvement of the human instru-

ment and its capacity to respond to yet unknown qualities of the

Supreme Essence ; that God which mankind has been seeking dur-

ing all historic time.

While the imponderable, eternal qualities are evidently stable

and unchangeable ; material forms are in a continuous flux, even the

most durable granite is subject to a process of disintegration. The
duration of forms depend upon their obedience to immutable laws,

not the least of which are those connected with the supreme quali-

ties. It depends upon the capacity of forms to sense the laws re-

lating to its being, adapting themselves to them, and to overcoming

sudden changes in the environment for their existence to the limit

of the period that is set by their heredity. Alan himself is but short-
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lived, but his sensitiveness acquaints him with the laws of his life,

and to the impulses from the eternal qualities these he is able to

hand on to the social complex which transmits, from generation

to generation, such knowledge and deductions as have come to be

common achievement.

We all have proof of the existence of eternal qualities within us.

Every one has feelings that he cannot express in any language, of

which he can form no conception ; he has moods that cannot be

avoided, the source of which he does not know, but to which he

is compelled to yield. Who can describe a taste, an odor, a touch,

or convey to another the patterns caused by a stimulation of the

optic nerve? The best we can do is to compare them to some other

common experience. Yet, notwithstanding our inability to com-

municate the reactions to the impulses from our sympathetic sys-

tem, we feel the urge to manifest, we feel harmony, beauty, truth

and love. These imponderable qualities drive us to attempt, in a

poor and unsatisfactory way, to express them in actions and in mis-

informing words. Very great differences exist in individuals with

respect to such feelings and in respect to the ability to express them,

ranging from the brutish nature to that of the most sensitive who
are susceptible to stimulations from the supernal qualities ; also

with respect to ability to clearly dictionize them.

Psychologists have made stupendous strides during the past

twentv-five years ; they have unearthed a mass of facts with respect

to the inner nature of man which has created a new science. A syn-

thesis of these new facts goes to show that each human being has

two distinct but interrelated nerve systems, known as thp sympa-

thetic and the sensory. The sympathetic, comprising the nerve sys-

tem of the glands, heart, stomach, liver, kidneys, or, in short, of the

entire viscera, is an unconscious, automatic organism. We have no

definite sense reactions from its manifestations, we can neither see,

hear, smell, taste or touch the springs of its action ; we know them

through the manifestations of fear or confidence, affection or dis-

like, love or hate, egotism or altruism, miserliness or liberality,

selfishness or charity, truthfulness or falsehood, social or anti-social

impulses.

This sympathetic system is the real driving power in man al-

though its operations are wholly unconscious ; it has no sensory

nerves through which alone we are conscious ; we know little about it

other than its impulses induce feelings ; we realize that its existence
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has always been felt. It has been misinterpreted as the "heart," the

"soul," the "spirit," the "God within us." In other words, there

has always been an apprehension of the eternal, imponderable quali-

ties. This system is still an imperfect instrument, it is defectively

organized, and there are prodigious differences in its constitution

as between human beings. This organism is a discrete and unique

growth in each individual. Its constituents and powers are due to

the permutations of combinations of chromosomes in the cell from

which each one comes. When this cell is fructified the hereditary

elements in the ovum and sperm unite and split in such a way as to

equally combine the characteristics of the maternal and paternal line

of ancestry, that is, if both lines carry a predominant element, it will

be redoubled in the progeny, but if they carry divergent elements

their combination will produce unlike progeny. Brothers and sis-

ters do not necessarily agree in temperament because at fructifica-

tion of the cell different characteristics may vary in dominance.

Thus if both lines carry the elements susceptible to influence of the

quality, the manifestation of which is known as acquisitiveness, the

offspring will develop the passion of greed and bring punishment

either upon himself or upon some other in the social complex. If the

hereditary element in one line carries the altruistic tendency and the

hereditary element in the other carries an anti-social tendency, the

offspring will partake of both in an unknown combination that will

make the child unlike either of his parents and compel him to pursue

a different course in life.

The development of the human race indicates the process of

growth in the sympathetic system. In the early days the dominant

urges in men were those of the primary passions which had been

evolved during the long brute animal period ; they were necessary

to self-preserv^ation ; then, through the helplessness and longer nur-

ture of the human kind, there came a gradual apprehension of the

finer qualities of affection and social amenities ; then a growth in

apprehension of beauty, harmony and love.

The permutations in combinations of characteristics are beyond

comprehension. Such mixtures of elements may bring forth any

result, from that of the most inaffective to that of the highest po-

tency in manifestations of the highest qualities. The perfect life

awaits an unseen future when the development of the human instru-

ments or its successor is so endowed with balanced impulses, that

restrain all manifestations caused by a predominance of any one
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quality, and work together in unison and harmonious accord.

The course of development of instruments has been governed

by punishments ; it is fundamental nature to flee from evils and to

seek the good. All manifestations that were in accord with the uni-

versal qualities found no hindrances and persisted, while those

which violated those qualities were prevented or restrained by all

sorts of distressful punishments. All known evils are due to im-

perfections in the forms evolved to manifest the eternal qualities or

to lack of sufficient susceptibility to apprehend them. It has been

a long and painful process, still in its infancy, to evolve the ob-

viously imperfect instruments of the present age with man standing

as the acme already accomplished.

The imponderable qualities are not inherited, they are above all

forms, they are the only real, external existences in the cosmos.

What is inherited are the specific constituents of the nervous system

;

those elements that predispose the organism to respond to the urges

of the universal, omnipresent essence. The temperament depending

upon the susceptibility to impulses from this, or that, or the other

quality.

The sensory system, on the other hand, I conceive to be a purely

environmental configuration ; it is newly organized in each and every

person. It is but a passive instrument for the conduction of energy

as it is aroused by movements in the environment and by the impulses

from the sympathetic system. The brain is merely a registering and

a passing on of energy mechanism by which the muscular system is

activated. The latest scientific discoveries indicate that when an end

organ of any of the senses is stimulated, the nerve fibrils, that are

susceptible to the stimulation, are decomposed, their energy passes

on to the connected neuron where a similar decomposition occurs,

the process continuing from neuron to neuron, accumulating force

and drawing in elements from sympathetic fibrils in surrounding

neurons through their connectives, until the stream of energy enters

the central cells that have been organized to receive it. These focus-

sing cells become overcharged and the energy is discharged into

the efferent nerves which transmit it to the muscles where it is trans-

formed into heat and motion, much as electricity is transformed in

the Leyden Jar.

The organization or coordination of the focussing cells may be

watched in the evolution of any and every individual. The newly-

born infant is wholly controlled by his sympathetic system ; his
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breathing, sucking and defections are uncontrolled by his sensory

organs : all of his movements are uncoordinated ; it is only through

training, imitation and personal experiences that paths are made
in the nerve organism to specific centres in the cerebro-spinal struc-

ture, from which accumulated energy may be transformed into defi-

nite action through the muscles. The child is said to learn how to

control his muscles and to acquire responsive action to stimulations.

Continual use of any specific nerve element causes it to suck in more

nourishment from the blood stream and increases its power in like

manner as muscles are strengthened by exercise.

The ir.fant must likewise coordinate the vibrations that stimulate

his auditory nerves, and form centres that are connected with the

vocal muscles before he can comprehend words. As those words

that he hears are associated with the patterns in the brain caused by

stimulations of other sensory elements they come to represent them

howev(?r misleading or false they may be.

The discharge or transformation of energy is apprehended, that

is, each person is aware, feels the disturbance in his muscles which

invariably follows an energy discharge from the nerve cells ; this

apprehension is consciousness. Interpretation of patterns follows

the words that have been laboriously associated with them, and

expressions of consciousness are mainly given in such words. Be-

cause words are largely misnomers, because they do not truly rep-

resent the pattern wnth which they are connected ; because fallacies

are transmitted to each generation by words coined in a more

ignorant age ; because of the persistency of the set to which the

patterns are associated in the plastic stage of childhood, the con-

ceptions that flow into the consciousness of the great majority of

people are not based upon actual facts ; and this is not confined to the

illiterate who often have a clearer awareness of the real nature of

their patterns, than do those who have been "educated" to con-

ventional word associations. Even the scientist is apt in many cases

to carry about with him many misrepresentating interpretations,

particularly in lines outside of his specialty. Thus our so-called

knowledge is but a mess of interpretations that misinterpret the

real patterns. True knowledge consists of demonstrated facts with

respect to which all demonstrators concur in associating the same

interpretation, all else is mere jugglary with words.

So-called thinking is discharge of nerve energy causing a con-

comittant response from the vocal muscles and an awareness or
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consciousness of words that have become firmly associated with

existing patterns. Cogitation or reasoning occurs when stimula-

tions pursue different lines and there is a strife for dominance,

with each line summoning to its aid such supporting energy as may
be attracted to it ; when this dominance is achieved there comes a

decision in the form of words that are associated with the dominant

energy.

The infant must tediously learn to associate words with the

patterns that form through discharges of energy ; he is dependent

upon the adults about him for these associations ; and as those adults

do not know the character of the patterns in the infant's brain, and

as their own associations are woefully misleading, it is evident that

each child acquires interpretations that misrepresent many, if not

most of their actual patterns, and such misrepresentations are apt

to become fixed ideas that remain during life.

Thus it is that we are all creatures of habit. Why should it be

otherwise? We follow and imitate the actions of those with whom
we are most closely associated ; we are trained to adopt their con-

clusions ; we are stimulated by similar experiences ; we react in

the same way in the great majority of cases. In the last analysis, it

is the usages, the conventions, the habits of the society into which

we are born that regulates our actions and our conceptions. A
babe born on an island and immediately losing all contact with hu-

man beings, brought up, say by a bear, would be devoid of a con-

sciousness of anything beyond that of his fostering animal com-

panions. An infant born in China, subject to the conventions of

that country, will be dominated by Chinese habits. In any other

country, savage or civilized, the children will conform to social

usages, local breeding, and race taboos or superstitions. The only

exceptions will be those who inherit pathological conditions that

prevent normal response, or the exceptionally endowed individual

who has inherited an inner passion that drives him toward some

new adventure which has not been developed in his social complex;

yet, even here the great majority of responses will be controlled by

the social habits of his associates. The universal desire for success

is a strong motive for conforming to custom and to manifest in ac-

cordance with general expectation. Those are successful who satis-

fy prevailing ideals, or who anticipate the coming of new concep-

tions.

Behind the operations of this sensory system lies the impulses
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from the real self as it is constituted in the sympathetic system.

The latter governs the directions in which energy shall flow. With-

out a subconscious interest, desire or passion all stimulations are in-

effective; they are but the passing show, arousing neither accord

nor resentment, neither pleasure nor anger. "Words go in one

ear and out the other" without leaving a trace, but let a word be

whispered that affects our inherited elements and we are up in

arms at once.

That which is outside of experience, either actual or vicarious,

is totally absent from sensory patterns ; hence each individual is

unique, for not only have each one's experience been dift'erent, but

each person's hereditary endowment causes him to react differently

to stimulations. Thus the differences between the adherents of

W^eismann's theory of an almost immutable germplasm, continuous

through the generations, and those who cling to the theory of Lam-
arck that there is a transmission of acquired characteristics, through

the entrance of those factors into the originating cell, is harmonized

by the conception that transmission of elements from both ovum and

sperm fix the temperament, that is, the hereditary character, and

that the sensory system is organized by the physical and social

environment, largely through social contagion.

It is my conviction that the attributes which have been the

basis upon which have been built the ideals, the morals and re-

ligions of men are emenations from the imponderable cjualities

which constitute the Essence which is in all and through all. Here

is found the "synergy" of Ward ; the "elan vital" of Bergson ; the

driving power in the cosmos ; the cause lying in that imponderable,

universal quality, the urge to manifest.

The individual who accepts the foregoing synthesis of scientific

facts will find himself in a new world, mysteries will fall away, and

a new orientation to life be secured. Reading the great works of

the past will be a fresh adventure ; between the lines wnll spring

up new interpretations, statements will acquire new meanings ; the

illusions and superstitions of the past will be clarified, they will be

divested of their mysterious content and their fundamental truths

will shine forth out of the sophistical interpretations, which lack of

scientific facts permitted, and the real meaning of the great sensitive

men will appear under the words by which thev tried to communi-

cate their responses to the imponderable qualities in their sympa-

thetic svstems. A newer and truer valuation will be made of the
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conventional and occidental interpretations, as reported in the say-

ings of Jesus Christ, as given in the New Testament, which, re-

interpreted in the light of the science of to-day, show a sensitiveness

to the impulses of the imponderable qualities which has appealed to

sympathetic organisms and has given them such preponderating in-

fluence during the centuries. The fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of man, re-interpreted in accordance with the fore-

going synthesis, bring science and religion into perfect accord.

It is my conviction that this scientific estimate of actual con-

ditions furnishes a fundamental basis for a religion that will be

accepted by literate and illiterate alike, and revivify the great

conceptions of men throughout the centuries.



AX ELECTRICAL ANGLE AT THE UNIVERSE
BY EDGAR YOUNG

THe theologians say the universe was fabricated by a Master

Artisan working a union week. The astronomers say huge

nebulae formed, heated, congealed, and in their whirlings threw off

the planets. Peering through their telescopes they see millions of

suns which are the centers of solar systems like our own. The

physicists examine the bands of colors in the light coming from

suns and planets and agree that they are composed of the same min-

erals and matter as our own earth.

There is something running all over, through and about the physi-

cal machine of the universe. Had Steinmetz applied his knowledge

philosophically or had Herbert Spencer or Immanuel Kant studied

electricity the world would possibly be much wiser than it is. Spen-

cer was a mightv sick man after he drove his Unknowable stake

down. The fact that electricity surrounds, permeates, flows about,

through, along with, and over Life can be proved by any electrician.

It even flows feebly through the nerves. The rate of speed is 440

feet a second. There is an immense mass or "field" of it surround-

ing and permeating the earth.

The invisible machine can be proved. Do you know your Spen-

cer? The man bursted his brain looking for it and there it was

right before his hand. A\'hy didn't he. get a voltmeter, an ammeter,

or wind a few coils? Since his time, with out voltmeter hands, our

ammeter eyes and our coil ears we have grasped hold, felt of,

looked at, and listened to electricity. Spencer was right but he

stopped too soon. Let us apply his theory from where he left off.

Every chemical action of Matter (^Matter's way of thinking?),

every physical action and thought of plant, beast, and man are work-

ing it from homogeneity into hetergeneity. And on and on. Our
stake will be infinity or at least a parabola.
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Pictures have been flashed into space through a prismatic ring

and picked up a hundred miles away on a sensatized plate. These

experiments are farthering the broadcasting of moving pictures.

Men daily talk to London from New York. The vibrations of

their voices modulate the frequency of electrical vibrations which

have modulated the period vibration of electricity.

Our bodies are direct current batteries generating potential from

chemical action and heat. We are a salt battery and a thermo-

pile combined. The current flows through the nerves by induction.

The nerve cells are non-loss transformers. The tiny filaments lift

to pick up the current, the cell builds up to its original strength and

passes it along to the next. The afferns and efferns nerves transmit

only one way.

Let us look at the brain. The brain thrills and vibrates with

thought. It is a transmitter that works on identically the same prin-

ciple as a telephone transmitter in that it changes D. C. (direct cur-

ent) to A. C. (alternating current). These alternating frequencies

send out into the electrostatic field our thoughts and brain pictures.

Every living and inanimate thing in the universe is directly con-

nected. The You that is in Me is writing this, the Me that is in

You is reading it.

We are making something. It might be we are making a soul

for ourselves and that the total soul will be the world soul. The

earth is slowly dying. We work with our thoughts and with our

imaginations to build a place to go to. The total that all Life has

made is out there just beyond our feeble senses. A radio pro-

gram does not exist to a man without a set.

The lushy pastures of the Dodo, the Happy Hunting Ground, the

City of Pearly Gates, all the paradises and doubtless all the hells

have already been built. Bit by bit we add a brushstroke to the to-

tal and to the parts. We are tuning ourselves to the frequency that

will place us among others who have thought as we have thought.

Where will you be ? Better get busy.



THREE DESCRIPTIVE POEMS FROM THE
CHINESE OF HAN YIK

TRANSLATED BY ARTHUR E. CHRISTY

I.

The moon does not shine very brightly in the hall

;

Without, the solitary lotus droops.

I stand alone on the deserted steps

As the wind blows and the shadows swing.

II.

After the rain, the mossy house-steps are green;

Frost comes and reddens the highest leaves.

A slanting sun-beam shines on the deserted stairway.

Sad am I—and only my parrot to sympathize.

III.

The chill of early spring enters through my silken curtains,

Reclining by my painted window, I cannot sleep.

With night fall has come the rain on the South lake.

Drenching the boatman who is among: the water-lilies.
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gospels, from papyrus fragments, Moslem works, and other sources. With
each quotation the author gives his source and his reasons for his belief in its

genuineness. Although the author accepts the conclusions of the modern his-

torical study of the Bible, his book should not be offensive to the orthodox.

FREE NEGRO HEADS OF FAMILIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN
1830.. 1925, Pp. 296. Price $5.00.

FREE NEGRO OWNERS OF SLAVES IN THE UNITED STATES IN
1830., 1924, Pp. 78. Price $1.00.

By Carter Godzvin Woodson. Washington, D. C. : The Association for

the Study of Negro Life and History, Inc.

These two books consist of extracts from the United States census reports

of 1830, relating, as the title indicates, to the free negro inhabitants of the va-

rious states, and to free negroes who owned slaves. The book states that the

date of 1830 was taken because it marks a high point in the development of

the free negro as a distinct class. There is included considerable introductory

matter which contains much interesting and important material relating to

negro history. One does not ordinarily think of a class of negroes before the

Civil War as owners of slaves and the second book shows that the census of

1830 had listed a considerable number of "free persons of color" as slave holders.

There is a brief introduction which describes something of the conditions of the

life of the colored people at the time, and helps interpret the tables which
follow. It tells that the majority of the free colored slave holders had bought
their slaves out of humanitarian motives.

These books will be of importance to a future student of this phase of
American history. While the tables may only interest the student, the intro-

ductory essays are also for the general reader.
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